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GOLD KEYS: processhome.php 

 

When you first log into Retriever Process this is the window you will see.  

This is a very important screen as it visually informs you who is assigned to each terminal, which 

terminals are turned on, and which terminals are running the software. It identifies if you are 

connected to your online ticketing VPN which populates your websites and online ticketing 

venders including Retriever Tickets. It also pings your loyalty and gift card database to confirm 

that the back office and, subsequently, your terminals are communicating. 

NOTE: If you are using a Legacy (DOS) POS System, you must have Retriever Communications 

turned on as well as Process. 

If any of your in-service POS terminals are showing 'Not Synced' it is advisable to sync them as 

soon as possible. Windows POS terminals will sync automatically after changes have been 

activated. 

Ping All Button 

This button will verify that all of your terminals are communicating with your back office. All of 

the terminals in this column should be highlighted with a green background. If letters are red, 
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there is no communication between terminal and the back office. You may click on any individual 

IP Address to check an individual terminal for connectivity. 

Refresh Terminal List Button 

Clicking this button will verify that each of the terminals is running the POS Software. The 

machine could technically be turned on, connected to the back office, but the software is not 

running. Red letters = software is not running. 

Sync All Button 

The Sync All button sends a message to each terminal to sync the databases between the terminal 

and back office. When changes are made in the back office, they must be synced to the POS 

terminals in order to be displayed on the POS terminal. A status of Not Synced = 'The terminals 

are not synced'. A status of In Progress = 'The syncing process is occurring'. If the status remains 

In Progress and does not complete syncing, there may be a problem with the communication 

between the terminal and the back office. A status of Synced = 'The data is synced.' 

Terminal Name Column 

This column lists the machine name of each POS Terminal and the time (24-hour clock) at which 

the last software transmission occurred. Clicking on any individual machine in this column will 

send a message to that machine to verify if the software is currently running. Green is good. Red 

means the terminal software is not turned on. 

Activate List Box 

When you make a change to Process, those changes are listed here. You can select individual 

changes, select all changes using the Select All button and then activate your changes using the 

Activate Files button. Only the checked files will be activated. 

Activate Files Button 

After selecting the files inside the Activate Files Box that you want to add to your system and sync 

to your terminals, click this button. Only checked selected files will be activated. You will notice 

that your terminals will go to not synced after you activate the files. 

Select All Files Button 

Changes made to the process configuration are listed in the Activate List Box above. When you 

are ready to activate the changes you have made, click the Select All button and all of the files 

will be selected. If you only want to activate some of the file changes, check the individual boxes 

using your mouse and left click. Only the boxes checked will be activated. 

Refresh All Files Button 

The Refresh List button will force all files to be refreshed, activated and synced. While it is rare 

that you will ever need to use this button, it is often helpful when files have not been fully synced 

and need to be resent to the terminals. 
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Terminal Date 

The Terminal Date is the operation date of your POS terminals. Win-Terms are automatically set 

to the current date, so it is important that your back-office date be the same as your terminal 

date. You change the date by using the drop-down calendar, selecting the correct date and 

clicking save. 

MCS Date 

The MCS date is the date associated with Process and it should match the Terminal Date in most 

situations. There are times that you may be instructed to back date the MCS in order to correct 

past some data or make deposit adjustments, misc. deposits etc. You change the date by using 

the drop-down calendar, selecting the correct date and clicking save. 

Payroll Dates Selection 

This box should always reflect the current payroll period. Use the drop box to move the dates to 

the current period, if needed, and click save. The dates can be thrown off by failing to run end of 

day. 

File Transfer Display 

This is an alert area that informs the user that files are being pushed to Internet Ticketing. It is a 

good idea to watch this transfer as ff by failing to run end of day. 

Terminal Communication Display 

This box displays information being shared between the POS Terminals and Process. Each time 

the back-office server, which controls Process, sends or receives a message from the terminal a 

line item is created inside this box. 

VPN Connection Manager 

There are two VPN managers, one for gift and loyalty cards and one for Internet Ticketing. Each 

manager is checking different IP Address and Database to verify that a connection still exists 

between the IP and this server. If you click on either of these buttons and they do not turn Green, 

you may need to relaunch your SoftEther software. 

Process Data Bar 

The Process Data Bar is found on every window of Process. It displays the Terminal Date, the MCS 

Date, Theater Name, Theater ID, the logged in Username, System In Use Box, The Server IP and 

the Version of Process. 
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SALES MONITOR: salesMonitor.php

The Sales Monitor 

The sales offers an hourly summary of your sales data broken down by ticket sales or items sales. 

Ticket sales can be arranged alphabetically by film title, sorted by Auditorium or Auditorium Size 

(largest auditorium on top). You add further variations to further sort your data by Attendance, 

Revenue, or Percent or Seats. Your titles will be displayed by your selection in the first drop down. 

Your results are what you select in the second drop down. 

Set Sales Monitor Display Variations 

You can sort your sales information by tickets (Alpha Sort, Auditorium Sort, or Auditorium Size) 

+ (Attendance, Revenue, or Percent of Seats). Items are sorted by Per Cap denominations of Sales 

Amount less Discounts, Sales Amount. The resulting tables are displayed in this area. 

Sales Monitor Set Dates 

You can set your dates using the arrows or by pulling up a calendar using the dropdown.  
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Result Display Area 

Your selected data will be displayed in this area. You can change what is displayed by changing 

your data parameters using the drop-downs above. Per Caps are only displayed in the Items 

Section. 

 

TRANSACTIONS TAB: transactions.php 

 

The Sessions Tab 

This tab provides you with a quick review of all of the day's sessions. This can be very convenient 

when wanting to monitor how much cash is in each drawer, or compare cash and credit sales. It 

is also a good resource for shift change to monitor the day's receipts or to look back on previous 

day's sales for comparison. 

IMPORTANT NOTE: 

Retriever Customer and Technical Support cannot make changes to drawer counts or deposit 

amounts after they have been entered into the database. All adjustments must be made in the 

Accounts Tab or by assigning and de assigning and additional zero-dollar drawer and making the 

necessary cash adjustments. 
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Business Date 

System defaults to current MCS Date which should match today's date. You may search any date 

from the past or future, to check session activity, by using the drop-down and choosing the date 

you want to research. 

List Session 

System defaults to all current sessions by MCS Date (assigned and de-assigned). By clicking on an 

individual session, you will see a detail of that session in the session detail box to the right. The 

information displayed in the session detail will vary depending on if the drawer has been 

assigned, de-assigned and/or cashed out. The example given has not been counted which is why 

it shows -36.84 in the over/short. This section offers an easy way to see what has been counted 

and what has not. 

The Transactions Tab: trans_trans.php 

 

This tab offers a review of all transactions that have been conducted at each terminal on any 

given day. Transactions may be sorted by Transaction Type (Cash, Credit, Clear Sale), 

Chronological Sort (by order number in the order they were processed), or by Customer Cards 

Only (will display only transactions containing a customer card). To look up specific orders, use 

the Search Orders Tab. 
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To review orders, select an order and then use the "Enter/Return" key on your keyboard to 

quickly scroll through the orders. Upon selecting an order, the detail of that order will be 

displayed. 

WARNING: 

Selecting the Customer Card Only box will also affect your results in the Search Orders tab. You 

will only be able to search orders that contain a Loyalty Card. 

IMPORTANT NOTE: 

Retriever Customer and Technical Support cannot make changes to drawer counts or deposit 

amounts after they have been entered into the database. All adjustments must be made in the 

Accounts Tab or by assigning and de-assigning and additional zero-dollar drawer and making the 

necessary cash adjustments. 

 

Cashier Sessions 

Use the dropdown to select any cashier session, assigned or de-assigned, to search orders during 

that day's business. Orders are sorted by the type of sort selected below the Cashier Session 

selection box. The default sort is Transaction Type Sort. 
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Transaction Order Select 

By selecting the order from the transaction list tab, you can see the transaction details on the 

detail screen. 

 

The Search Orders Tab: trans_search.php 

 

One of the most used areas of process is the Search Orders Tab. The manager can use this tab to 

search orders by Order Number, Loyalty/Gift Card Number and lookup Retriever Ticket's 

transactions by email address. It is important to note that you must set a start and end date to 

use this tab when looking for past transactions. If you are looking for an order from a past 

weekend, you will need to set your start date beyond that date. If you are trying to find a 

transaction from last year, select a range to search by changing both start and end dates. If you 

can't find what you're looking for, check your dates. You may also want to make sure that you do 

not have the Customer Cards Only check box selected in the Transactions Tab as you would only 

be searching Customer Card related orders if that box is checked. 

To review orders, select a start an end date range, enter an order number of loyalty number into 

the text box and click the search button. A list of all orders related to your search will appear in 
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the Order List Box. Select the order you are looking for and the details will be displayed in the 

detail box. 

WARNING: 

Selecting the Customer Card Only box in the Transactions Tab will affect your results in the 

Search Orders tab. You will only be able to search orders that contain a Loyalty Card. 

IMPORTANT NOTE: 

Retriever Customer and Technical Support cannot make changes to drawer counts or deposit 

amounts after they have been entered into the database. All adjustments must be made in the 

Accounts Tab or by assigning and de-assigning and additional zero-dollar drawer and making the 

necessary cash adjustments. 

Search Start Date - Default is today's date 

You must enter in a start date that is prior to or the same date of the transaction you are 

searching. Keep in mind that when searching Internet Transactions, the order date is the date 

the ticket or items were purchased, not the date of redemption. 

Search End Date - Default is today's date 

You must enter an end date that is outside the range of the purchased order you are searching. 

The current date is the default and unless you are going back months or years, it's usually okay 

to keep the default end date as your end date. 

(Search) By Order Number 

This selection will return a list of all orders that match the order number you enter into the search 

text box within the selected date range. Order Numbers are not unique. You may have multiple 

orders with the same order number within any given search range of dates. 

(Search) By Gift/Loyalty Card Number 

This selection will return in a list of all orders that contain the loyalty card number you enter into 

the search text box within the selected date range. Order Numbers are not unique. You may have 

multiple orders with the same order number within any given search range of dates. 

(Search) Email Address (Internet Only) 

You can enter an email address into the search text box and search orders the contain an email 

address (Retriever Tickets). The search will return all orders containing the specified email 

address with in the selected date range. 

Search Text Box 

This is where you would type in the order number, gift loyalty card number or email address to 

be searched. 

Search Button 

Click the 'Search by' button to initiate the search. 
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Check Internet Sales Button 

The Check Internet Sales Button is to pull orders down from the API when communications failed 

to update the database. 

 

The Loyalty Tab: trans_loyalty.php 

 

Your loyalty program is key to bringing back loyal customers and the quality of your loyalty 

program can also increase new business. The loyalty tab will assist you in quickly finding any 

discrepancies in your loyalty points tally or to track down when a card was last used. This loyalty 

area is accessible to all manager level employees. There is a second loyalty area that is used for 

adding and editing customer loyalty cards (you cannot edit user information for app users). 

IMPORTANT NOTE: 

Retriever Customer and Technical Support cannot make changes to drawer counts or deposit 

amounts after they have been entered into the database. All adjustments must be made in the 

Accounts Tab or by assigning and de-assigning and additional zero-dollar drawer and making the 

necessary cash adjustments. 
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Search Loyalty Card Number Text Box 

Type the loyalty card number into this box and click the Card Number Search. 

Search Loyalty Card Number Button 

Type the loyalty card number into the text box and click this button to search the card's history. 

Search App ID Number Text Box 

 

Type the App User ID number into this box and click the App ID Search Button. 

Search App ID Number Button 

After adding the App ID Alpha-Numeric Number into the text box, click this button to display a 

history of the users App ID. 

Account History 

Detailed search results are displayed in this area. 
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Barcode Lookup Tab: trans_barcode.php 

Many theaters use printed barcodes for coupons, promotions, and customer appreciation. 

Barcoded vouchers, coupons, prepaid tickets, will generally have an expiration date, a purchase 

location, a price associated with the voucher, and the order number upon which the voucher or 

coupons was created. There is also usually a heading or reference for what the Voucher or 

Coupon is to be redeemed. 

IMPORTANT NOTE: 

Retriever Customer and Technical Support cannot make changes to drawer counts or deposit 

amounts after they have been entered into the database. All adjustments must be made in the 

Accounts Tab or by assigning and de-assigning and additional zero-dollar drawer and making the 

necessary cash adjustments. 

Text Box for Barcode Search 

Type in all digits of the barcode number you are searching. 

Search Barcode Activation Button 

After entering the barcode number, click this button to produce all information associated with 

the barcode. 
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Search Results 

Search Results are displayed in the table. 

CASH CONTROL: cash_control_deposit.php 

The Money Tab 

The cash control tab is divided into four sub tabs, Deposits, Drawers, Accounts and Comments. 

Each tab serves a specific cash control need. The Drawers Tab is where individual drawers are 

counted and entered. Accounts are for adjustments to the day’s receipts. Examples office 

Account Items could be checks received or paid outside of the terminal that need to be recorded 

for proper accounting, adjustments to a bank deposit, or correcting an incorrectly entered 

drawer amount. The Deposit Tab is where the manager will create a Deposit Slip Number and 

enter the deposit(s) into the theater's database. There is a comments section where system 

comments will be listed as well as any manager comments added manually in this tab. All 

comments will report in the day's Summary Report, so this is where a manager might list any 

accounting issues experienced throughout the day. 

 

The Deposit Tab 
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When you first open the Cash Control Tab, the deposit tab will be empty. It will remain empty 

until a drawer has been counted or an Account has been created for deposit to the bank. Once a 

drawer has been counted and saved, it will appear in the first column of the deposit tab along 

with a breakdown of the drawer in the second column. While many theaters do one deposit a 

day, some may make multiple deposits. To create a deposit, slick inside the check box next to the 

drawers to be included in the deposit or click the select all button to select all counted drawers. 

If you are using bank printed deposit slips, we recommend that you type the deposit slip number 

into the Slip Number Box before entering the Deposit Amount. 

You can undo the last Deposit entered to add to it or make a change to the slip number, but if 

you have made multiple deposits in a single day you will not be able to undo deposits made 

previous to the most recent deposit. 

Business Date 

The business date will default to the system date as set in Retriever Process. Use the drop-down 

to select a different date to review past deposits. 

Drawer Deposit Lists 

All counted drawers will appear in this box. Only counted drawers that are prepared to be added 

to a deposit will be listed in this area. The user may select each drawer that is to be included in 

the deposit. 

Drawer Count Box 

This column shows a breakdown of the selected drawer from the Drawer Deposit Lists area. For 

reference, the net, count, over short, manager name, cashier name, session id, system date and 

amount to be added to the deposit are all listed for each selected drawer. This example displays 

an Account Adjustment in Misc. for $100.00. 

Deposit Box 

The business date will default to the system date as set in Retriever Process. Use the drop-down 

to select a different date to review past deposits. 

Select All Button 

The Select All Button will set a check in each all of the Deposit Box check boxes. 

Clear All Button 

The Clear All Button will set a uncheck in each all of the Deposit Box check boxes previously 

selected. 

Slip Number 

The system will provide an auto generated default deposit number; however, the theater 

manager may change the deposit slip number to match the actual deposit slip by simply typing 

in the new number into the text area of the Slip Number Box. 
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Deposit Current Amount  

Clicking this button will combine the totals of all selected drawers into a single deposit amount. 

The amount attributed to this slip number should always equal the amount being deposited to 

the bank. 

Remove Last Deposit 

Clicking this button removes the last deposit created. You will only be able to remove the last 

deposit. This button is sometimes used to redistribute drawers and entries or add an account 

entry to the current deposit. 

The Drawers Tab 

 

This is where your drawer counts are entered into the database and prepared for deposit. For 

the most part, we recommend that the manager count all of the money in the drawer and enter 

it into either the Misc. Quantity Field, or fill out each individual currency type by entering the 

number of one hundred-dollar bills, twenty-dollar bills, ten-dollar bills, etc. for a total counted 

amount. If your system is set up to manage a starting drawer amount, the starting drawer is 

deducted after the count. The remaining amount to pull will be the expected cash amount in the 

drawer. 
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Over/Short: Retriever Solutions does not recommend manipulating drawer counts to come out 

even. While we do not dictate any policy with regards to counting money, our support staff is 

trained to not adjust imbalances or make any edits to financial errors entered into the database. 

Technical Support Staff is trained to offer suggestions on how to correct issues, but all policies 

are left up to the individual theater's management and ownership. 

Sort Order 

You can sort your terminal list by Terminal Number or by the Time each terminal was assigned. 

The business date of the drawer's tab will always be the current system date. If you do not see 

drawers but you have assigned terminals, the MCS date may be incorrect. Check the bottom left-

hand corner of Process and verify that both dates are set to today's date. 

Terminal Assignment Box 

In the first column of the drawer’s tab is where all terminals, assigned and de-assigned, will be 

listed. You can only count terminals that have been de-assigned. The business date of the 

drawer’s tab will always be the current system date. If you do not see drawers but you have 

assigned terminals, the MCS date may be incorrect. Check the bottom left-hand corner of Process 

and verify that both dates are set to today's date. 

Sign off from back-office (For Use on DOS Systems Only) 

In the event that a terminal is offline and has failed to boot, a manager may use the Sign Off from 

back-office button to de-assign the terminal. This will create an exception at End of Day and in 

the Summary Report. If you de-assign a DOS Terminal that is turned off from the back-office the 

cashier session may remain in the DOS Terminal. You will need to de-assign the previous cashier 

from the terminal when it is turned back on. Please do not use this button if you are on a Windows 

Point of Sale operating system. 

Refresh 

This will refresh your drawer listing area in the event that the system was left open on this tab 

and there has been a change in drawer status. 

Count 

Select a de-assigned drawer from the drawer list and click the count button to add data into the 

count area. 

Count Box 

The count box is where you will enter your drawer count. 

Counted 

The entered count of your drawer will be reflected in the Counted Box. 

Amount to Pull 

The Amount to pull will list your starting drawer. Count all money in the drawer and enter it into 

the count box. The Amount to Pull will now be your actual drawer count and deposit amount. 
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Over or Short 

Prior to counting the drawer, the over short will display the total amount of money (cash) that 

should be in the drawer. Upon entering the count, the over or short will display the amount of 

money you are over or short of the expected drawer amount. 

Save 

Click this button to save your drawer count. When you click save a message box will appear that 

asks you to be sure that you want to save this drawer. You cannot make changes to a drawer 

once it has been saved. 

Cancel 

You can click the cancel button to remove any counted amounts prior to saving. 

The Accounts Tab: cashcontrol_accounts.php 

 

You paid a Vendor out of petty cash or you received a payment for a theater rental and you need 

to have it accounted for in the deposit. The Accounts Tab allows you to make adjustments to your 

day’s receipts in order to balance your reports with your receivables and payables. Your Accounts 

are setup in the Red Tool Box (General Setup) under the Accounts Tab (yes, there are two 

Accounts Tabs). Once an account is setup in the tool box, it will appear in the dropdown below 
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the Manager Name box. Use the down arrow to select the account you will be adjusting. Click 

save. Once an account has been adjusted, you are able to edit the entry by selecting the account 

to be edited in the account list box. 

You may also go back in time to add adjustments as necessary. For example, let's say a check 

bounced and you have to make an adjustment to a date from two weeks ago. Select the date, 

select Add, and do a negative entry for the bad check. Click save and you're done. 

Business Date 

The business date will default to the system date as set in Retriever Process. Use the drop-down 

to select a different date to review past account adjustments. 

Created Accounts Lists 

All account adjustments that have been saved for the business date will be listed in this area. 

Manager List 

The default entry for this area is the manager that is signed into Retriever Process at the time of 

the Account adjustment or entry. 

Cashier Name 

When applicable, the cashier associated with an Account adjustment will be listed here. 

Select Account 

Use the drop-down to select an appropriate account to handle your adjustment. Setup New 

Accounts in the Red Tool Box under the Accounts Tab. 

Time 

When editing a record, the time stamp of when the record was created will be reflected here. 

Amount 

Enter the Positive or Negative amount of money to be added or subtracted to the selected 

account. 

Add 

Click the Add button to begin the account entry. 

Save 

Click this button to save your changes to Accounts. You are able to Edit Accounts once they have 

been created by selecting the Account from the list box and clicking the Edit Button. 

Cancel 

Click the cancel button to cancel the current change to Accounts. 
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The Comments Tab: cashcontrol_comments.php 

 

The Comments tab will display all system generated comments for the current day and let you 

enter your own comments to explain specific issues, concerns or events of the day. 

Business Date 

The business date will default to the system date as set in Retriever Process. Use the drop-down 

to select a different date to review or enter new comments. 

Comments Box 

This area will display all system and manually generated comments for the selected date. 

Comments Text Box 

You can click the Add Button and type in your own comments using this text box area. Your 

comments will be added to the daily comments for the selected date. 

Add Button 

You can click the Add Button and type in your own comments using the above text box area. Your 

comments will be added to the daily comments for the selected date. 

Cancel Button 

Click the Cancel Button to quite your current entry. 
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Save Button 

Click the Save Button to save your current entry. 

 

INVENTORY TAB: inventory.php 

The Inventory Tab maintains an update inventory of your sellable and non-sellable items. Based 

on how your inventory is set up, a theater can do a loose inventory using daily counts and 

managing inventory without the assistance of the POS Terminals or the theater can take the 

necessary steps to set up a full inventory process that counts each item as it is sold and 

subtracts that item from your total inventory. 

View Count 

In this tab you may view the daily inventory, daily sales, daily waste and compare totals to your 

actual, physical counts. This is also where you enter the Physical counts upon completing a station 

or theater count. Items are sorted by category and can also be sorted by stations such as 

Concession One, Concession Two and Store Room. All areas are counted individually unless 

management has chosen to do a full count system in which all stations are counted and added 

together prior to entering the inventory into the Physical count column. Inventory Count Sheets 

may be made available in the Reports tab. 
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Business Date 

The business date will default to the current date. If the date is not on the current date at start 

of day, you should verify that the end of day was ran from the previous day. Inventory should be 

counted and entered between the completion of end of day and the start of a new day. Start of 

day is when a cashier signs into a terminal. 

Select Inventory Groups 

Your Inventory Groups are set up in the General Setup under the Categories Tab + Inventory 

Categories. All of your inventory items should be sorted into a category for the purpose of easily 

entering counts. Examples of Inventory Groups are Candy, Drinks, Janitorial Supplies, Popcorn, 

Prep Items, etc. 

Count Area 

Physical counts are entered in the Physical column and subtracted from the Theoretical column 

to obtain the Variance. The Variance is the difference between what you should have and you 

physical count of each item. Your start number depends on when your do your Physical Count. 

Your start number will either be your Physical Count or you Theoretical Count depending on 

whether or not you performed a Physical Count. Received is all items entered into invenotry in 

the Receive Tab. Transfer is any items transferred into the count area from another count area 

such as a Store Room to Concession Display. Waste is items that get thrown away. Sold is the 

inventory of items actually sold for this count area at the associated POS terminal or POS 

terminals. 

Refresh Inventory from Selected Date to Current Date 

If your numbers seem a bit off, it is sometimes advisable to go back to your previous inventory 

date and refresh the data. Set your business date to the date of the previous inventory and click 

Refresh Inventory from Selected Date to Current Date. The system will recalculate receivables, 

Transfers, Waste and Sales up to the current date. CAUTION is warranted as any inventory taken 

between those dates will be erased. 

Use Calculator 

The calculator allows data entry by count type, each, case, sleeve, etc. Some items may have 

multiple count types. Snickers could be counted as each at the concession stand and by case in 

storeroom. The calculator makes it easy to enter your counts by count type. When multiple count 

types are available, all count types will be listed. In this example we see a count type of Each. The 

total count -> will be in the actual Physical Count Box when all count types are calculated. 
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RECEIVE TAB: inv_rec.php  

Receive Tab 

In this area the manager will enter all receivables to be added into the inventory. This should be 

done upon receipt and immediately following check in to maintain an accurate inventory. Failure 

to enter receivables may result in an inaccurate inventory count and out of balance variances.  

Business Date 

The business date will default to the current date. If the date is not on the current date at start 

of day, you should verify that the end of day was ran from the previous day. Inventory should be 

counted and entered between the completion of end of day and the start of a new day. Start of 

day is when a cashier signs into a terminal. 

View Receive Button 

Checking this radio button will display all received inventory for the date listed in the Business 

Date drop-down. 

Add Receive Button 

Checking this radio button will open the Add Received Inventory Workbook in the display section 

below. 
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How to Enter Received Items 

1. Open the Receive Tab and click the Add Button 

2. Check the Add Receive Radio Button 

3. Set the Business Date to the date of the Invoice or Current Date 

4. If the invoice has a number, enter it into the Invoice Number Text Box 

5. Select a Vendor and an Inventory Category 

6. From the list of Inventory Items, select an Item (or click the Add All Button) 

7. Click the << button to move selected item(s) into inventory 

8. Click inside the Quantity box and enter the item count being entered into inventory. 

9. Click the Save button 

10. Repeat this process for all items on the Invoice. 

 

WASTE TAB: inv_waste.php 

 

Waste Tab 

In this area the manager will enter all waste to be subtracted into the inventory. This should be 

done whenever an item is thrown away or discarded. Tracking wasted items will reduce cost and 
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theft and maintain an accurate inventory. Failure to enter waste may result in an inaccurate 

inventory count and out of balance variances. 

Business Date 

The business date will default to the current date. If the date is not on the current date at start 

of day, you should verify that the end of day was ran from the previous day. Inventory should be 

counted and entered between the completion of end of day and the start of a new day. Start of 

day is when a cashier signs into a terminal. 

Add Waste Button 

Checking this radio button will open the Add Waste Inventory Workbook in the display section 

below. 

How to Enter Waste 

1. Open the Waste Tab and click the Add Waste radio button 

2. Set the Business Date to the current date. 

3. Select an Inventory Group 

4. From the list of Inventory Items, select an Item (or click the Add All Button) 

5. Click the << button to remove selected item(s) from inventory 

6. Click inside the Quantity box and enter the item count being removed from inventory. 

7. Click the Save button 

8. Repeat this process for all wasted items to be removed from inventory. 
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TIME CLOCK: timeclock.php

Time Clock Tab 

The time clock tab allows the manager to clock employees in or out and adjust time cards by day, 

hour, and pay period. In most theaters the ability to alter time cards is limited to a General 

Manager or payroll specialists. While employees should be able to clock in and out using the Point 

of Sale terminals, it is sometimes necessary to use the back-office functions to clock employees 

in or out. 

Clock In 

Looking at this screen you will notice that there is a clock in and a clock out column. You select 

the employee from the clock in column to clock them in. Select the employee to clock in and then 

click on the clock in button. 

Clock Out 

The employee name is displayed in the Clock Out list box and will remain there until they are 

clocked out or deleted. Deleting an employee from the clock out list will remove the clock in 

record for the employee. 
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IMPORTANT NOTE: 

Retriever Customer and Technical Support cannot make changes to payroll records. 

Employee Clocked Out List 

All Employees listed under the heading of Clock In are, in fact, clocked out. To clock the employee 

in, select the employee and click the Clock In button. The employees name will appear in the 

Clock Out list. 

Job Type Column 

The list contained in this column is set up in the Job Type Configuration of the Red Tool Box. By 

selecting a specific Job Type, only those employees with that Job Type will appear in the Clock In 

and clocked Out Box. 

Employee Clocked in List 

All Employees listed under the heading of Clock Out are, in fact, clocked in. To clock the employee 

out, select the employee and click the Clock Out button. The employees name will appear in the 

Clock In list. 

Employee Clock in Button 

This button, when an employee is selected, will move that employee from a clocked out to 

clocked in status. 

Delete Button 

This button, when an employee is selected, will delete that employee from the clocked in status 

and set them to clocked out status. The employee record will not reflect that the employee was 

clocked in and the clocked in status has been removed. 

Employee Clock Out Button 

This button, when an employee is selected, will move that employee from a clocked in to clocked 

out status. 
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EDIT TIME CLOCK RECORDS: edit_timeclock.php

 

Payroll Dates 

This is the pay period during which you are altering the employees record. 

Time Clock Records 

All employees will be listed according to the payroll dates selected. Any employee time card to 

be edited is selected from this area. Use the + signs to open each record until you find the record 

to alter. 

Current Record 

This area displays the employees selected time card. The date in along with the time in and the 

date out along with the time out. Pay rate and Job Type may or may not be displayed depending 

on how the employee clocked in and how your theater system has been set up. 

Current Record: Added Information 

Inside the Current Record Box, the manager can make edits to all selection boxes and text boxes 

by clicking on the Edit button after selecting the employee and date of record. Managers must 

have appropriate securities to make changes to time cards. Retriever solutions cannot change 

security settings without owner approval. 
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Edit Button 

Click the edit button to make changes to the selected employee time clock record. The edit 

button allows a user with an appropriate security level to make changes to the selected 

employees time clock record. The delete button will remove that record entirely. 

Delete Button 

This will delete the selected record. The edit button allows a user with an appropriate security 

level to make changes to the selected employees time clock record. The delete button will 

remove that record entirely. 

Save Button 

The save button will save all changes made to the selected employees time card. Once changes 

have been made, click Save to save the changes. A new record will be created with the changes. 

Failing to save the changes will result in the changes not being saved. 

Cancel Button 

Canceling any changes made to the current selected employee. The cancel button will not cancel 

changes made and saved. Only current changes may be canceled. This will cancel all changes 

made to the record prior to saving. A new record will NOT be created. 

Process Payroll Record 

This button finalizes the changes that you have made to this record and you will not be able to 

edit them later. Finalize the selected record as a payroll record. No changes may be made to a 

record that has been processed. 

Process Employee Records 

This will finalize all records for the selected employee, not just the altered record. You will not be 

able to make any changes to this employee’s time cards if you click this button and approve the 

changes. Select an employee from the time clock Records list and click the Process Employee 

Records. All records for the employee will be finalized and no additional changes may be made.  

Process All Payroll Records 

This will finalize all records for the all employees (not just the altered records). You will not be 

able to make any changes to any employee’s time cards if you click this button and approve the 

changes. Select any employee from the time clock Records list and click the Process All Payroll 

Records. All records for all employees will be finalized and no additional changes may be made.  

IMPORTANT NOTE: 

Retriever Customer and Technical Support cannot make changes to payroll records. 
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VIEW PAYROLL TAB: view_payroll.php

View Payroll Tab 

The View Payroll Records window has no user interaction on this webpage. Click any Tab or 

Icon to escape. 

Payroll Records Tab 

The Payroll Records Tab is generally a secure area where qualified persons may view past 

payroll records. This page does not support or allow any changes. All records that appear in the 

View Payroll Records Tab are final. 

The view payroll tab allows approved managers and office administrators the ability to review 

payroll records. This is a read only tab and edits cannot be made since this tab is created only 

after Payroll Records have been processed. This is a quick and secure way to view past payroll 

records. 

How It Works 

1. Use the drop down to select a pay period for review. 
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2. A list of names will appear in the payroll records column only if those records have been 

processed. If no records have been processed for that pay period, no records will 

appear. 

3. Select an Employee to review from the list. 

4. Open the record by clicking the '+' sign. 

5. Select a time clock record to review. 

6. The record will appear in the information box. Date In, Date Out, Time In, Time Out, Pay 

Rate (if applicable) and Job Type (if applicable) 

IMPORTANT NOTE: 

Retriever Customer and Technical Support cannot make changes to payroll records. 

 

REPORTS TAB: reports.php 

 

Managers should take some time to learn what information each of the reports available in 

your specific library provides and how that data can be used to improve operations. Retriever 

Process has nearly a hundred reports covering everything from employee schedules to weekly 

and three-day sales reports. Besides the reports that you can readily view in the Reports Tab, 
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additional reports may be added by opening the Red Tool Box (Setup Tab) and selecting 

additional reports from the middle column. 

Report Security 

There are some reports that may require higher security levels to access. Security values can be 

established for individual reports by going to the Red Tool Box (Setup Tab) selecting the report 

and assign the security level at the bottom of the tab. Please see "Security Training" 

How It Works 

1. Select the database 

2. Select the report 

3. Select the type of report - Default, Daily, Weekly, Date Range, Pay Period. In Most cases, 

the default will be a daily report or snapshot of current data. 

4. Select subtypes/variables - some reports allow you to select desired information (see 

any Item Report). 

5. Click the View Button 

IMPORTANT NOTE: 

Reports may occasionally show errors. It is important that you try to recreate the report and if 

that doesn't correct the error submit a help desk ticket to Retriever Support. 

While some errors may occur due to software glitches or bugs, most reports errors are found 

when issues have occurred with the transference of data between the terminals and the main 

server. When such issues occur, there is usually an error message or a noticeable difference in a 

specific transaction. Errors in reports are almost always a result of an error occurring 

somewhere else in the process. In short, reporting errors are reflective of other issues and 

should be reported immediately to tech support. 

Reports Active Library 

The Active Reports Library, there is also an inactive reports library inside a different tab, is a list 

of all reports the user has access based on their current security settings. 

Selection Area 

As you scroll through the Reports Library, you will notice that different reports have different 

selection variables. Some reports allow the selection of individual sections of a report and some 

allow selection of categories and items. Reports with no selection options are called snap shots. 

They give you the current data only as of the moment you click the View Button. 

 

 

 

 

http://localhost/New%20Retriever%20Manual/toolbox.php
http://localhost/New%20Retriever%20Manual/setup.php
http://localhost/New%20Retriever%20Manual/securitytraining.php
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Reports General Tab: repgen.php

 

Custom Name 

You can change your report names to something easier for you to find, however, changing 

report names may make it more difficult for the Retriever Support team to find a report if you 

have issues. Just change the name and save. 

Print Settings 

Set how you would like the report to print and when. Daily settings will add the report to print 

at End of Day. 

Email Settings 

Enter the email addresses of people who will be receiving nightly reports and the check the 

days when you want to send those reports. Selected reports are auto-emailed at the 

completion of End of Day. 
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Report Header/Footer Tab: repheader.php

 

Header Lines 

In this section you can select how many lines you would like to add to your standard header 

and then create the text for each line. 

Footer Lines 

In this section you can select how many lines you would like to add to your footer and then 

create the text for each line. 

General Ledger Settings 

The General Ledger Report allows the theater to build their own accounting ledger. This can be 

a complicated process and we recommend that you contact Retriever Solutions for assistance 

before attempting to build your own General Ledger. 

ASCII Info 

Some reports are available for FTP transfer via an ASCII file that is set up in the ASCII Info. Only 

a few reports are available in this format and the setup is technical, so please contact Retriever 

Solutions if you need to have an ASCII File created. 
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END OF DAY: endofday.php - This is a Power Point Presentation page. 

 

The End of Day Process is arguably the single most important process of your daily operation. 

Not only does it complete your day's business, it sends relevant data to your booking agents, 

accountants, owners, general manager, and whomever you choose to evaluate daily 

operations. Finally, it prepares all of your terminals, online ticketing, credit card transactions, 

and back office software for the following day's business. 

End of Day Frequently Asked Questions 

This tutorial is for all Retriever Process Users regardless of POS (DOS or Windows) Operating 

System. It is important to note that each theater may have specific policies for cash control and 

deposit requirements. Retriever Process is not accounting or payroll software and should not be 

used as such. Retriever Process is a data recording tool that provides financial records of all 

Point of Sale activity. Retriever Technical Support cannot make adjustments to financial records 

or "fix" errors that occur due to user error. Retriever Technical Support will, if necessary, 

provide suggestions and training to employees with adequate security clearance and ownership 

in order to correct random user errors. Click here to return to the Retriever Process User 

Manual.. 

 

http://localhost/New%20Retriever%20Manual/processhome.php
http://localhost/New%20Retriever%20Manual/processhome.php
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What is an "Exception"?  

An exception is when something occurs that is outside the common expectation of the software, 

but the issue is not one that would prevent the completion of End of Day. Advanced users of the 

software may be able to "figure out" what the issue is and correct it prior to completing the End 

of Day process, but in most cases, if you see an exception message, the system is ignoring the 

problem and you can move on to the next step. 

When I initiate the End of Day Process, the terminals show different states of connection. What 

are those? 

Definitions 

• Online: The terminal is currently working and connected to the back office. 

• No ping: The server cannot connect to the terminal (not connected or turned off). 

• OFFLINE: The terminal was not used and cannot be pinged (not connected or turned 

off). 

• OK to Complete: The terminal has been de-assigned and is good to go for End of Day. 

• Assigned: The terminal is assigned and must be de-assigned prior to running End of Day. 

• Not Used, no ping (DOS/Legacy Only): The terminal was not used and cannot be pinged 

(not connected or turned off). 

All my drawers are counted, but the End of Day is throwing an error? 

This occurs when a drawer from a previous day was de-assigned from the back office and the 

cashier session is still open in the Windows Terminal. Never de-assign a Windows Terminal from 

the back office. Always de-assign the windows terminals at the terminal unless there has been a 

failure in the network or the terminal is broken and/or not operational. 

System freezes when I click Add Comments/Complete End of Day 

If Retriever Process freezes while running End of Day that could signal a database issue or 

something wrong with your connection to the outside world. We recommend that you put in a 

help desk support ticket and have someone contact Retriever Solutions first thing the following 

morning. In most cases, the late-night on call technician will not be able to fix a database or 

software issue. Most End of Day issues can be resolved quickly by our team of specialists prior to 

your opening the following day. 

My dates are wrong! 

If your dates are wrong when you start your End of Day, you haven't completed drawer counts 

and deposits, because you wouldn't be able to see today's sales if your dates are wrong. Glick the 

Gold Keys on Retriever Process, sign in and fix the dates on the sign-in page. If you do not have 

access, call your General Manager or owner to fix the dates. If the date issue is discovered after 
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running End of Day, you either ran EOD for the wrong date or you ran a part of it an extra time 

(or two). Either, follow the process to change your system dates. 

THE RED TOOLBOX: toolbox.php 

Setup Tab - "The Red Toolbox" 

While the red toolbox is often a secured tab, it's important for managers to know what's behind 

the curtain. The red toolbox is the first tab in which alterations to the system can be generated. 

For that reason alone, the toolbox is often unavailable to employees other than General 

Managers. If you should ever ask yourself, "Where is that setup?"; chances are, it's in the red 

toolbox. 

 
Categories (default screen for toolbox.php) 

Categories is the default landing tab for the Setup Tab. The dropdown contains a list of pre-

defined group headings; Coupons, Inventory Categories, Item Categories, Item Families, Job 

Types, Languages, Manager Code Reasons, Movie Event Information, Movie Information, Prep 

Categories, Ticket Categories, Waste Types. Each group heading, contains categories as named 

by the theater management (for example, the Items Category (group) could have Categories of 

Drinks, Candy, Popcorn, Kitchen Prep). The important difference is group headings are system 

defined and categories are locally defined. The "items" that go into the category are defined in 
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another area of process. Drinks items are defined in the Items Menu, as are all other Item 

Category categories. If no category is selected when building the items menu, items will still be 

defaulted to the Items Category. 

How It Works 

1. Select the Main Category 

2. Click Add 

3. Name the new Sub Category by adding it to the description text box. 

4. Click Save 

IMPORTANT NOTE: 

Altering or removing existing setups may result in past data being lost or altered. Please use 

caution when editing or removing existing setup data. 

Setup Tab - "The Red Toolbox" 

The Red Toolbox is the brain of Retriever Process and your Point of Sales cash system. It is 

where you will set how data gets organized in your theater. Each tab in The Red Tool Box can be 

set to its own security setting, so even though you may have access to the toolbox, you might 

not have clearance to make changes. This tutorial is designed to tell you what each tab contains 

and what setups are affected. 

NOTE: There are two reasons that certain areas of Retriever Process are "locked down": 1. At 

the request of the theater's ownership Corporate Management, or General Manager. 2. Access 

is denied by the software provider. If you need access to a specific tab and do not have access, 

please contact your General Manager, Owner, or Corporate Offices and request access through 

them. Retriever Solutions Inc. does not manage a theater's security settings and therefore all 

requests must come from known qualified system managers. 

Heading Select 

This drop-down contains a list of predefined group headings that relate in some way to the 

various operations of the software and Point of Sale system. The theater may add categories to 

these headings to better manage and organize reports and operational procedures. 

Category Library 

This library contains a list of locally constructed categories that have been linked to the selected 

heading. An example would be Items Category (Heading) above Drinks (Category). In short, this 

library contains all of the categories listed under the dropdown selected heading. 

Category Description 

This box identifies the category selected from the library. 

Category Items Listed 

All of the items included in the category are listed here. Items are associated to categories. 
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ACCOUNTS TAB: accounts_setup.php

Accounts 

Account setup is where the theater sets up what accounts will be adjusted or managed in the 

Cash Control Tab. Accounts can also be managed through paid outs (cash payments to vendors 

or entertainment) at the terminal. 

How It Works 

1. Click Add 

2. A new generic account and account number are created in the description area. 

3. Name the new Account by adding it to the description text box. 

4. Leave the account number unless you have a unique account number to use for your 

accounting system. Add the unique identifying number. If the new number is already in 

use, you will have to select a different Account Number. The ledger number is created 

based on the account number. 

5. Select all that apply by checking (click to see glossary for definition) - Paid Out on 

Terminal, Use in Per Cap Calculation, Use for Tip Paid Out. If none of these options 

apply, do not check any of the boxes. 

6. Click Save 

http://localhost/New%20Retriever%20Manual/glossary.php#Paid%20out%20on%20Terminal
http://localhost/New%20Retriever%20Manual/glossary.php#Paid%20out%20on%20Terminal
http://localhost/New%20Retriever%20Manual/glossary.php#Use%20in%20Per%20Cap%20Calculation
http://localhost/New%20Retriever%20Manual/glossary.php#Use%20for%20Tip%20Paid%20Out
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IMPORTANT NOTE: 

Altering or removing existing setups may result in past data being lost or altered. Please use 

caution when editing or removing existing setup data. 

Accounts Library 

A list of created accounts for use in managing payables. 

Account Description 

A brief description of what the account represents. 

Account Number 

May be system generated or manually created: The number identification associated with the 

account selected from the library or newly created account. 

Accounts Select 

Three check boxes which associate the selected or created account with a system function or 

variable calculation. Only click one of these boxes if the function corresponds with the account.  

Account Ledger Number 

The identification number associated to the selected or newly created account. This number is 

associated to the account in the General Ledger Report. 

Account Ledger Description 

A brief description of what the account represents. This description is associated to the account 

in the General Ledger Report. 
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PREPAIDS: prepaid_setup.php

 

Prepaid Setup 

As the name implies, a prepaid is an item that is purchased prior to use and redeemed at a later 

date or time. Retriever Process manages four types of prepaids; Gift Certificates, Prepaid 

Tickets, Vouchers, User Pass plus Demographics(used for surveys). Each prepaid item should 

have a unique name, id (number), redemption type, sold and redeemed, redeemed only 

(prepaids distributed for marketing or older prepaids), barcode or no barcode (voucher only), 

form file (if required), and expiration (if required) associated with a prepaid type.  

How It Works 

1. Select the Prepaid Type and Click Add 

2. A new generic account (New Prepaid) and Number are created in the description area. 

3. Name the new Prepaid by adding it to the description text box. 

4. Leave the Number unless you have a unique Number to use for your accounting system. 

Add the unique identifying number. If the new number is already in use, you will have to 

select a different Number. 

5. Select the appropriate Sell and Redeem set-up (Sell Only, Redeem Only, Sell and 

Redeem, Inactive*). 

http://localhost/New%20Retriever%20Manual/glossary.php#Gift_Certification
http://localhost/New%20Retriever%20Manual/glossary.php#Prepaid_ticket
http://localhost/New%20Retriever%20Manual/glossary.php#Prepaid_ticket
http://localhost/New%20Retriever%20Manual/glossary.php#Voucher
http://localhost/New%20Retriever%20Manual/glossary.php#User_Pass
http://localhost/New%20Retriever%20Manual/glossary.php#Demographics
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6. Type in the Sell Price and the Max Redeem Value (may be higher than the purchase 

price) 

7. There are five types of redemptions - select the appropriate type from Variable 

Redemption (Gift Certificate), Maximum Value (Gift Certificate), Gift Card Exchange (Gift 

Certificate), Single Use Redemption (Voucher), Daily Redemption (Voucher). Click on the 

redemption type to view definition of each. 

8. Click Save 

IMPORTANT NOTE: 

Altering or removing existing setups may result in past data being lost or altered. Please use 

caution when editing or removing existing setup data. 

Prepaid Tab 

In this area, the owner and manager can set up the theater's prepaid items. A prepaid item can 

be a Gift Certificate, Prepaid Ticket, a Voucher or User Pass. For theaters that use customer 

surveys, the Demographics Demographics setup is included in this tab as well. For a definition 

of each type of prepaid item, please click on the hyperlinks associated with each prepaid type. 

Select Prepaid Type 

Use the drop-down to select which prepaid type you will add to, delete from or review. 

Prepaid Items Library 

This library contains all of the prepaid items associated with the selected prepaid type. 

Prepaid Description 

The name of the prepaid item. 

Prepaid Number 

The identifying number of the prepaid item. When creating prepaids that will be used in 

multiple locations, this number must be the same across all locations and cannot be changed 

once the campaign has been initiated. 

Sale/Redeem Type Select 

Pick the purchase and redeem options for the selected prepaid type. See Glossary for 

definitions. 

Sell Amount 

The amount of money charged for purchase of the prepaid. May be less than the redeemed 

amount. 

Maximum Redeem Value 

The maximum value of the prepaid when redeemed at the terminal. May be greater than the 

purchase amount. 

http://localhost/New%20Retriever%20Manual/glossary.php#Amount
http://localhost/New%20Retriever%20Manual/glossary.php#MaxRedeem
http://localhost/New%20Retriever%20Manual/glossary.php#Variable_Redemption
http://localhost/New%20Retriever%20Manual/glossary.php#Variable_Redemption
http://localhost/New%20Retriever%20Manual/glossary.php#Maximum_Value
http://localhost/New%20Retriever%20Manual/glossary.php#Gift_Exchange
http://localhost/New%20Retriever%20Manual/glossary.php#Gift_Exchange
http://localhost/New%20Retriever%20Manual/glossary.php#Singel_Use_Redemption
http://localhost/New%20Retriever%20Manual/glossary.php#Daily_Redemption
http://localhost/New%20Retriever%20Manual/glossary.php#ProcessDefinitions
http://localhost/New%20Retriever%20Manual/glossary.php#Prepaid_ticket
http://localhost/New%20Retriever%20Manual/glossary.php#Voucher
http://localhost/New%20Retriever%20Manual/glossary.php#User_Pass
http://localhost/New%20Retriever%20Manual/glossary.php#Demographics
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Voucher - No Barcode Check Box 

For theaters that have barcode-less coupons that they hand out to customers either as a return 

incentive, for sale, or promotional advertising. These could also be used as secondary source 

promotional coupons. It is best that they have at least a number which has been recorded in 

the database that matches the number on the coupon. 

Select Redemption Type 

See glossary for definitions. Variable Redemption, Maximum Value Redemption, Gift Card 

Exchange, Single Use, Daily Use. 

Select Form File (if any) 

Form selection is if you are printing out a coupon or voucher from your terminal you must 

attach the proper form to the selected item. 

Expiration Date (if any) 

The date that the selected item will expire. 

 

DEVICES SETUP: device_setup.php 
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Computer Definitions 

Terminal Arrangement 

In a perfect world, terminals will be named according to where they are located in the theater. 

It is somewhat important that managers and employees alike are able to quickly identify a 

terminal in the event that it breaks down or is in need of remote service. Retriever Solutions 

encourages owners and managers to label their terminals with easy to find stickers that identify 

the Terminal Name, Machine Number, Machine Type, and operating system (DOS or Windows 

Terminal). Having this information readily available when contacting tech support or submitting 

a help desk ticket will save a great deal of time in addressing any problems. 

If multiple common names are used, add a number to identify the terminal. For example; 

Concession 1, Concession 2, and Concession 3. Looking at the provided list of terminals, it 

would appear that the Box Office terminals are not located together, nor are the Kiosks. The 

reason for this layout is that Kiosk 1 replaced Box Office 2, and Bar 1 and Bar 2 replaced Box 

Office 5 and Box Office 6 respectively. 

Edit a Device 

To edit a device, select the device you will edit and make the necessary changes. Click Save. You 

will need to activate and sync all device changes. 

Add Computer 

Each device has a top line name that identifies the Computer/Terminal. If I click Add Computer, 

the system will add a terminal to the list of existing terminals. All other devices and hardware 

must be added to the Computer/Terminal. You do not need to add a computer if replacing an 

existing computer/terminal. 

Delete Computer 

This button will remove a computer and all supporting devices from the list. NEVER REMOVE A 

TERMINAL FROM THE MIDDLE OF THE TERMINAL LIST. Terminals must be renamed and may 

only be removed from the bottom of the list. Please call Retriever Solutions Tech Support prior 

to removing or adding any terminals from your Retriever Process devices settings. 

Devices Tab 

THIS AREA IS RESTRICTED! However, it is important to understand how each device types 

interacts within your Point-Of-Sale operation. Retriever Solutions uses this area to build your 

Point-Of-Sale Network, set your screen flow, add tip functionality, credit card terminals, 

scanners, receipt and ticket printers, prep and food service, customer facing hardware, pricing 

limitations, and dedicated form files. This area should only be altered by qualified persons. If 

you do not know that you are qualified, and have access to this area, please close the setup and 

call Retriever Solutions. 
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NOTE: There are two reasons that certain areas of Retriever Process are "locked down": 1. At 

the request of the theater's ownership Corporate Management, or General Manager. 2. Access 

is denied by the software provider. If you need access to a specific tab and do not have access, 

please contact your General Manager, Owner, or Corporate Offices and request access through 

them. Retriever Solutions Inc. does not manage a theater's security settings and therefore all 

requests must come from known qualified system managers. 

Terminal Library and Hardware Setup 

From this window, the technician sets up the terminal and hardware configuration of the 

theater's POS system and supporting files. 

Device Setup 

This area is reserved for technician use. Hardware setup, machine association, terminal 

configuration and screen flow is all set up in this window. 

Selection Description 

This text box and drop-down are for naming hardware to be attached to a terminal during 

setup. You can edit the names, but Retriever Solutions does use a standardized format that 

makes specific pieces of hardware easy to identify and locate within the system. 

Computer Setup 

This is where the type of terminal, required BIOS, screen resolution, EMV communication, and 

credit card processor are identified. When contacting customer support with terminal issues, 

this is one of the first places that technical support will look to see what type of terminal is 

having issues. 

Screen Setup 

Retriever technicians use this area to set your terminals parameters such as what kind of 

terminal (Box Office, Concession, Kiosk), whether or not this terminal will accept credit cards, 

does this terminal provide table service? This page also sets the screen flow for the terminal 

and what printers will print what forms. 

Printer Setup 

In this tab, you match the print forms up with the printer and connect the printer to the 

terminal. You can also set your prep categories if using prep. 

Display Setup 

This is the message you want to put out to your customers when the selected terminal is 

closed. If using a second customer facing terminal, this is where you would establish the post 

connection and any messaging. 

Cash Drawer Setup 

This is a default setup and you should only need to verify that your terminal type selection is 

correct. 
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SECURITY SETUP TAB: security_setup.php 

 

Security Tab 

This page has no tags. All information is contained below 

The security tab is divided into three columns. The security settings are on the far-left column, 

the reports settings and security settings are in the center column, and the credit card 

threshold. 

Security Settings 

In order to control what employees may access different aspects of your system, the security 

settings are set in the first column. Click the + sign drop-down to view the subcategories in each 

tab. Login/log out sets the level for which an individual can log into Process and open tabs. Each 

tab and sub tab can have a different level of security depending on how detailed you want to 

be. The more security you set the more secure your system will be. Employee security settings 

are set in the employee set up tab. To change a specific setting, locate the tab you which to 

increase or decrease security, highlight it, and the click Edit. Adjust the setting using the drop- 

down box above the edit button. Save. do the same for every setting you wish to change. The 

top line setting for each tab controls the icon security access for the process tabs. If an 
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employee with a level four clearance is signed into process, they would not be able to access 

tabs set at a level five or above. 

Reports 

Every report available for use in the system is listed here. For new users, we advise that you 

open all of the reports and them eliminate the ones you don't want to use. Reports commonly 

accessed are Advanced Day Sales, Box Office Report, Box Office Report by Start Time (new), Box 

Office Report by Revenue Date, Cashier Detail Report, Cashier Summary Report, Coupon 

Discount Report, Summary Report, Ticket Reports, Payroll Reports, Internet Ticketing Reports, 

Gift Reports, Inventory Reports, etc. 

You can set security levels for reports in this tab as well by selecting the report and using the 

drop down to edit the security level. By doing this you may restrict access to sensitive 

information such as payroll and time clock records and sales data. 

Turn OFF Internet Database 

Clicking this function will lock the system out of the database and put your entire POS on Stand-

Alone. You will not be able to send reports, take credit cards, or schedule movies through the 

Movie Database from which all major ticketing sites draw from. We strongly encourage users: 

DO NOT PUSH THIS BUTTON without contacting your General Manager, Owner, or Retriever 

Solutions, and only as a LAST RESORT. 

Credit Card Settings 

Credit Card Lines 1 and 2 are for text that will be printed on your Credit Card Receipts. Credit 

Card Threshold is an over/under amount that you set to determine when the printer will print a 

credit card receipt. Requirements vary by state and theaters. You then set the number of 

Receipts Below Threshold (usually 0 or 1) and the number of receipts above threshold (usually 1 

or 2). Terminals must be renamed and may only be removed from the bottom of the list. Please 

call Retriever Solutions Tech Support prior to removing or adding any terminals from your 

Retriever Process devices settings. 

Security Tab 

THIS AREA SHOULD BE RESTRICTED TO MANAGERS! The security tab should be restricted to 

your highest-level manager (Level 9, 50 or 100). Retriever Solutions Inc reserves the right to 

restrict some access to the Security Settings for varied reasons, but the primary reason is to 

keep untrained persons from breaking the software which can cause a stoppage of business, 

data corruption (up to loss of data), or a malfunctioning system. Retriever Process is the brains 

behind multiple terminals, Internet sales, Application Sales, Loyalty Programs, Time Clocks, 

Multi-Media, Concession and Box Office Sales, credit and cash receipts, and much more. It is 

important to remember that our support staff is here for you 24/7/365, so rather than do 

something that you may not understand, call us, we are here to help. 
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END OF DAY SETUP: eod_setup.php 

 

End of Day Check List 

The End of Day Check Setup tab is a single text box with a designated date selector. 

How to Set a New Task 

Create Daily Tasks 

1. If the task to be performed Daily Select Daily 

2. Click Edit 

3. Enter all of the daily task into the text box 

4. Click Save 

Create Single Day Task 

1. To add a single day task, select the day the task is to be completed 

2. Click Edit 

3. Enter all of the daily task into the text box 

4. Click Save 

You do not have to activate these changes. They will be added to the End of Day procedures upon 

saving. 
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End of Day Check List Tab 

In the middle column of the End of Day Tab is a list of responsibilities with check boxes. 

Managers are required to check each box to assure that the responsibilities have been meet 

and completed for each project. Those projects are set up in this tab (Drawer Count and 

Deposit are system projects and cannot be removed from the list). The default selection is set 

to daily. Each line item is a different responsibility or project. You may also assign projects by 

day: simply use the drop down and select the day for any special weekly project. The specified 

project will be listed on the day it is to be completed as part of the End of Day required check 

list. 

FORM EDITOR: form_setup.php 

Form Editor Tab 

The Form Editor allows the user to easily change the text and layout of existing form files. 

How to Edit A Form 

Select, Edit, Save 

1. Select the form file to be edited 

2. Change the text between the tokens. 
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3. Save the changes. 

Moving Tokens 

1. Select the form file to be edited 

2. Highlight the start token and end token and all text in between. 

3. Click CTRL + X 

4. Move curser to where you would like to put the new text and click CTRL + V to insert the 

data in the new location. 

5. Save 

A Note About Tokens 

Your printer has a very small brain that recognizes certain tokens (@COUPON_NUMBER@, 

@THEATER@, for examples). The tokens tell the printer what to print on the form. There are 

several types of tokens. There are style tokens, instructional tokens, print font tokens, tokens 

for T88 Printers (saved as .T88 files in Venue), tokens for PA and BOCA Print Forms (which are 

different than T88 Print Forms Files and must be saved as .FRM files). As a general rule, theaters 

should not dive into creating new forms or editing existing forms without a full understanding 

of what token do what and what tokens work with what type of printer. 

Form Editor 

The form editor allows the user to make changes to existing form files, add new form files from 

Venue, and set printer type and paper size. The window is divided into six unique areas: The 

Form Library, The Token Library, Description Field, The Form Text Editor, The Printer Settings, 

and the Add New Form Section (New Forms are created in Notepad, saved to the Venue Folder 

and uploaded into Retriever Process. The form editor allows you to edit existing forms, but new 

forms must be uploaded from the Venue Folder. 

Form Library 

All of the forms used by your POS System are listed here in alphabetical order. To edit a form, 

simply click on it and start editing. 

Add Line Button 

Click this button if adding a new line to the form. 

Form File 

This area displays all of the tokens and text associated with the form file that you ahve selected. 

You may edit this text as necessary. To add a New Line, click the button above this text box 

prior to adding the new line. 

Selected Form 

Displays the name of the form that you are editing. 

Token Library 

This library will display tokens that are available to be used inside the form that you are editing. 
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Print Setup 

When editing an existing form, you should leave these settings as is to avoid breaking any 

existing settings. When adding a new form file, copy these settings from an existing form. 

Add Form 

To add a form from the Venue Folder, enter the name of the form with form extension .T88 or 

.FRM depending on how it is listed in the venue folder, must be exact, and click the Add New 

Form button. Save your additions upon completion. 

REWARDS TAB: rewards_setup.php 

 

Rewards Setup Tab 

This tab is the final step in setting up a loyalty rewards program that associates a preset points 

program with loyalty rewards/coupons. There are currently two types of rewards programs, a 

rewards program that awards uses at the terminal for accumulating points and prints coupons 

for future use, and a second program that allows uses to purchase tickets (and soon 

concessions) directly on their apps to be redeemed at the theater. Please see the tutorial for 

how rewards programs work and how they are set up. 
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ITEMS: items.php

Item Tab 

The Item Tab is where the theater will set up all items (concessions, prep items, promotional 

items, arcade tickets, gift cards, etc) for sale at the Point-of-Sale(POS) terminals. There are a 

number of dropdown options in this tab that are set up in other areas of process. Below is a 

chart of definitions specific to the Items Tab. 

Definitions 

Field Setup Location Description 

Description Items/Recipes + Menu Item The name of the product 
selected or being added.  

Item Number Items/Recipes + Menu 
Item(auto) 

The Item number is auto 
generated when you enter a 
new item.  

SKU Number Items/Recipes + Menu Item The SKU Number is auto 

generated at the creation of 

a new item. Alternately, you 

may enter the SKU Number 

associated with the item at 
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creation. SKU Numbers may 

be used when scanning item 

barcodes.  

Sort Order Items/Recipes + Menu Item This number designates the 

sequence by which an item is 

displayed in a list. It is 

autogenerated, however 

item can be manually 

changed to move an item up 

a list.  

Item Category General Setup + Categories + 
Item Categories 

In this space you will select 

the item category of which 

you are attaching the new 

item.  

Associated Item Items/Recipes + Menu Item You can associate an item to 

the selected or new item by 

choosing the associated item 

here. An associated item is 

automatically added to the 

order. An associated item is 

not priced with the new item, 

an associated item price is 

added to the price of the new 

or selected item.  

Item Type Selector Items/Recipes + Menu Item Standard Item is default. 

Weighed Item, Tip Item, 

Occupation Tax, Credit 

Service Charge, Flat Tax.  

Coupon Category General Setup + Categories + 
Coupons 

If the selected item is to be 

associated with a coupon, 

you must select the coupon 

category here to associate 

the item.  

Print Category Print Form If the item is purchased it will 

print out a coupon. In this 

space, you select the coupon 

to be printed.  

Prep Category General Setup + Categories + 
Prep Categories 

Associate the item with the 

correct prep category as 
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established in the Categories 

+ Prep Category.  

Item Family General Setup + Categories + 
Item Families 

By selecting an item family, 

you will associate this item 

with that item family. An 

item family is a tier above 

item category.  

Item Prompt On Terminal Items/Recipes + Menu Item Legacy Function: When a 

customer selects this item for 

purchase, a popup appears to 

remind the cashier to suggest 

an additional item or 

complimentary condiment. 

Function is not currently 

available on Windows 

Terminals or Kiosks.  

Tax Table Items/Recipes + Taxes Defaults to none. Select the 

tax table associated with the 

selected item. This must be 

done prior to editing the 

price. See the tutorial on 

adding menu prices and 

taxes.  

Price Items/Recipes + Menu Item Set the NET price of the item 

as it will appear to the 

customer on the receipt.  

Price with Tax Items/Recipes + Menu Item Set the Tax Table, set the NET 

price of the item (as it will 

appear to the customer on 

the receipt) in the Price box 

and the Price with Tax will be 

automatically populated.  

Points Items/Recipes + Menu Item 
AND General Setup + 
Rewards 

There are multiple loyalty 

programs and Item's Points 

can be preset in a couple of 

ways. Depending on the 

loyalty program being used 

at your location points may 

or may not be automatically 

generated by points per 
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dollar or points per penny. If 

the points per penny option 

is used, it could be for the 

loyalty rewards application 

(which will show zero points 

and can be over-ridden by 

entering a points value in this 

box) or an inhouse loyalty 

program will auto-fill your 

loyalty points box when you 

set the price.  

More Definitions 

Field Setup Location Description 

No Percentage Discounts Items/Recipes + Menu Item Checking this box will remove 

any percentage discounts that 

could be applied to this item.  

Internet Sales Items/Recipes + Menu Item Allows for item to be sold 

online.  

Ticket Association Items/Recipes + Menu Item and 
Showtimes + Tickets-Prices 

Allows item to be associated to 

a ticket type in the ticket setup 

of Showtimes Tab.  

Track Item on Terminal Items/Recipes + Menu Item Checking this box will allow the 

manager to track the number of 

these items purchased on each 

terminal.  

Do Not Show on Reports Items/Recipes + Menu Item If this box is checked, the 

selected item will not appear on 

the terminal.  

Inactive Items/Recipes + Menu Item The selected item is no longer 

available for purchase and will 

be filed as inactive. Do not 

delete inactive items as they 

may still be archived in the 

inventory.  

Set all items in category equal 
to these categories 

Items/Recipes + Menu Item If you have a group of equally 

priced items (all Large Candy is 

$5.00) you can build a category 

in Items Categories called Large 

Candy, list all of the like candy 

in the menu items and set one 

to the correct pricing and check 

this box to price all the same. If 

all of the items in an existing 
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category are to be priced the 

same, you can change the 

pricing of one and use this box 

to change the others.  

Time Slot Pricing Items/Recipes + Menu Item This area is used to set up 

special pricing by time periods 

during specific days. As an 

example, say you wanted to run 

a discount for popcorn on 

Tuesdays between 1 p.m. and 6 

p.m. Select your popcorn size to 

be discounted. Click Edit. Set 

the day drop down to Tuesday, 

set your start and finish times, 

set your price and save. You 

may set multiple time slots per 

item.  

Tare Weight Scale Your tare weight is the weight 

of any packaging not being 

included in the weight of the 

item being sold. This is only 

relevant to weighted items and 

is a legacy function. This 

function is not currently 

available for Windows Terminal.  

Clear Image Items/Recipes + Menu Item This will remove the current 

image from the selected item. 

Removing the image could 

result in an empty button on 

the terminal if none text has 

been added and made visible on 

the current button for the 

selected item.  

Sqaure Image Box under the 
Clear Image Button 

Items/Recipes + Menu Item Left Click inside this box to bring 

up the image library. In the 

search graphic box, type in a 

brief description of what image 

you're looking for or manually 

scroll through the image library. 

Images are listed alphabetically 

by file name. When you find the 

appropriate image, click on the 

image and click open to add the 

image to the item button. THIS 
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IS THE ONLY WAY YOU SHOULD 

ADD AN IMAGE TO AN ITEM 

BUTTON.  

 
How to Add an Item 

Adding an item to your menu item list is a relatively straight forward process once all of the 

Families, Categories, Coupons, Tax Tables, item categories have been built out. Most locations 

use the default Category Radio Button, Main Item (drop down default) and then select the item 

category from the drop down (in the sample it's set to Beer Domestic, but below that are many 

options). 

The steps for adding an item are: 

1. Select the Item Category below Main Item. The Item Category option will be auto filled 

as will the Standard Item selections. 

2. Click the Add Button 

3. Type the name of the item in the Description Box 

4. The Item Number and SKU Number will be auto generated 

5. OPTIONAL: If this item is associated to another item (Example: a collector cup associated 

to a Large Drink for a $1.00 more) link the items under Associated Item drop down. 

6. OPTIONAL: If this item is associated to a coupon category, select the category here. That 

will add the new item to the coupon category. 

7. OPTIONAL: Print Coupon prints a specified coupon when the item is purchased. You can 

select what coupon to print in the Print Coupon dropdown. 

8. OPTIONAL: If an item requires preparation (hamburgers, hot dogs, chicken fingers, etc.) 

in a kitchen, set the prep category so that the item can be sent to a kitchen printer for 

preparation. 

9. OPTIONAL: Unless otherwise specified, all items are standard items. See the definitions 

of the optional check boxes. If you are going to associate an item to a ticket, Dinner and 

Movie, you must check the ticket association check box to add the item to your ticket 

pricing in the Movie Scheduler Tab. 

10. OPTIONAL: Set the tax to the correct table. NOTE: Tax table defaults to none. If no table 

is selected, your net price will also be your price with tax. 

11. Set you net price. If you are using a tax table, your price with tax will be adjusted 

accordingly. 

12. OPTIONAL: Points are set according to your loyalty program set up. 

13. OPTIONAL: Set Date Time Pricing by setting all defined options. 

14. OPTIONAL: ADD IMAGE - Place your mouse pointer over the empty box below the clear 

image button, left click. A table of images will appear. Find the image that best 

represents the new product. The image you select will be added to the button created 

for this item in screen design. ALL BUTTON IMAGES MUST BE ADDED FROM THE ITEMS 

MENU. DO NOT ADD IMAGES INSIDE OF SCREEN DESIGN. 
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15. Click Save 

16. Hit the Red X after all new items have been entered and Activate and Sync. 

 

RECIPES SETUP: recipes.php 

 

Recipes Tab 

Every item for sale in the theater can be set up in the recipes tab. Items that are prepared, like 

sandwiches (bread, meat type, lettuce, tomatoes), pizzas (crust, sauce, cheese, pepperoni), 

nachos (chips, cheese) should be broken down by separate items as received and added to the 

recipes as sold. 

How It Works 

1. Select the Items Category (as listed in the Menu Item Tab). 

2. Select the Item from the second drop box. 

3. Click Edit 

4. Select the Inventory Group (an item may pull products from multiple inventory groups). 

5. Pull each item used in the recipe from the Inventory Group over to the Description 

Board. 
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6. Repeat steps four and five until all required items have been added to the recipe board 

7. Add in the quantity used of each item. Unit price and Amount should be calculated 

automatically if you have been set up correctly. 

8. Click the Save Button 

Copy and Paste Functions: You may copy and paste a recipe from one item to another and 

change items as needed. Example: Cheese Pizza can be copied and pasted to Pepperoni Pizza 

and all you need to add is an amount of pepperoni to your recipe. 

Recipes Notes 

The recipes tab serves the single purpose of managing inventory when a specific item is 

purchased. The system will use the values added into the Quantity, Unit Price and Amount 

boxes to manager your inventory costs. In the sample above, a Nacho Combo deducts a 32oz 

Cup, 1 portion of Cheese, and one portion of Nachos (chips) from the available inventory. 

 

COUPONS SETUP TAB: coupons.php 
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Multiple tabs may be required to complete the coupon setup. Please review the How to build 

a Coupon tutorial before building a coupon for the first time. 

Coupons can be set up as loyalty award vouchers, preprinted stand-alone coupons, come back 

coupons, buy one get one, buy this get that, and any number of other promotional uses. 

Coupons are an inexpensive marketing method to increase concessions sales, repeat 

customers, and overall customer satisfaction. 

IMPORTANT NOTE: Planning a marketing campaign with coupons can be a daunting task even 

for the most experienced marketing professionals, please do not hesitate to contact a technical 

support specialist or your Retriever Solutions Sales Rep before setting up a coupon campaign to 

discuss the different options and opportunities available inside the coupon setup modules. 

How It Works 

1. Select the All Coupon radio button. 

2. Click the Add Button 

3. Type the name of the Coupon in the Coupon Name text box 

4. You must manually add a unique coupon number into the Coupon Number Text Box. If 

you are using a coupon across multiple locations, the Coupon Number must be the same 

across all locations. 

5. The barcode format will be auto generated when the coupon number is created. If you 

are using a coupon across multiple locations, the Barcode Format must be the same 

across all locations. A barcode is handy when printing mass coupons as it allows for 

scanning the coupon. 

6. Coupon Types (see definitions) 

7. Select Form File Name (if applicable): Use the default unless there has been a specific 

form created for this coupon. 

8. Select a coupon group. 

9. Standard Coupons do not require the theater to establish a points level, but Reward 

Coupons do require a loyalty points level to be established to generate an available 

reward when the points level is achieved. 

10. Select the Items Discount tab for additional information. 

11. Select the Items Needed tab for additional information. 

12. Select the Discount tab for additional information. 

13. Click Save when setup is complete. 

14. Hit the Red X after all new items have been entered and Activate and Sync. 

All Coupons 

Selecting all coupons will populate the coupon list box below with all available coupons 

regardless of coupon type. 

COUPON TYPES (Definitions) 

o [1] Get Item(s) Free 

http://localhost/New%20Retriever%20Manual/coupon_tutorial.php
http://localhost/New%20Retriever%20Manual/coupon_tutorial.php
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▪ Requires that an Item or Category of items be designated for redemption. 

Customer will receive either the designated item or an item from the 

designated category (which may contain numerous items) . The item 

must be selected prior to the coupon being redeemed. 

o Required Tabs: Coupon Type and Items Discount must both be completed. 

o [2] Get Dollar Amount Off Items 

▪ Exchange coupon for a discount on defined items or categories. Item or 

category must be defined in the Items Discount tab. The dollar amount to 

be credited to the order must be filled out in the Discount Tab. Required 

Tabs: Coupon Type, Items Discount, and Discount Tabs must be 

completed. 

o [4] Buy Items Get Items Free 

▪ Buy one item and get a second item free when presenting this coupon. 

The Items Discount is the item which will be added to the order when the 

items (or category) needed is added to the order. So, the items needed is 

added, cashier enters coupon, the Items Discount is added to the order. 

This may sound backwards, but the free item in this instance is the Items 

Discount item. Required Tabs: Coupon Type, Items Discount and Items 

Needed Tabs must be completed. 

o [5] Buy Items Get Dollar Amount Off Items 

▪ Buy one qualifying item and receive a discount on a second item. Both 

items must be defined. Like number 4, the Items or category must be 

purchased as defined in Items Needed in order to receive a defined dollar 

amount discount from the Items Discount. Required Tabs: Coupon Type, 

Items Discount, Items Needed, Discount. 

o [7] Get Up to Dollar Amount Off 

▪ This is a straight dollar amount discount up to the stated amount of the 

coupon. This coupon can be applied to the overall purchase (net sale) so 

it should not be used if you do not want to allow for a discounted ticket 

price. Required Tabs: Coupon Type, Discount. 

o [8] Get Dollar Amount Off of Concessions 

▪ Straight dollar discount on concession items up to amount stated on 

coupon. Required Tabs: Coupon Type, Discount. 

o [9] Ticket Reward 

▪ This is a free ticket coupon and must be redeemed for a specific ticket 

type (VIP seating would be an additional charge if applicable). This is the 

only coupon that does not require information into any tab other than 

coupon type. There is an extra field for this coupon that is Prepaid Type. 

Prepaid Type is the type of ticket associated with the coupon. The ticket 

must be purchased prior to the coupon being redeemed. 
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SALE PROMPTS TAB (Legacy Only): sale_prompts.php 

Sales Prompts Setup (Legacy Systems Only) 

Sales prompts are used when a specific item that has been purchased can be upsold to a higher 

priced item or item special. A prompt description is generated that forces the cashier to 

suggested the upsell. Prompts can be used to increase your ppc. 

Sales Prompts 

Sales prompts are a special feature of the legacy system and must be setup in configuration. 

Please request that the "Use Suggestive Sales" be activated prior to attempting access to this 

setup. 

This feature also requires a special text field to appear on the terminal. Please request 

assistance from tech support once the campaign has been set up. 

You can set sales prompts up by specific items or by item category. 

How It Works 

1. Click the Add Button 
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2. Give the campaign a description 

3. List the Item that needs to be purchased to trigger the suggestive sale. 

4. If adding an item will make the sale a separate item (like an upsell to a combo), you can 

set the "If answer is yes, new item(s) ordered" to the combo that replaces the single 

item ordered. Or if the customer orders a small drink, you can set it to upsell to a 

medium drink. 

5. Enter the text as you would like the cashier to read it while recommending the upsell. 

6. You can set multiple prompts up for the same item. 

7. Make sure you check the enable box. If the box is not checked the campaign will not be 

activated. 

8. Click Save. 

TAXES: taxes.php 

 

Taxes Setup 

Please consult your accountant before making any changes to your tax setup. If you must 

change your tax setup, you must also change all associated pricing (unless you tax by subtotal 

for both movie tickets and concessions). 
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Taxes vary from State to State, County to County, and may vary locally as well. Some states 

require taxes on tickets (a seat or occupation tax), others do not. Some states require a tax on 

all food, some require tax on prepared foods but not packaged foods or foods consumed in the 

theater, and others require no tax on concession items. 

Retriever Process allows you to set up multiple tax tables which are then associated with items 

in the Item Menu tab and/or Ticket Setup. In most cases, your tax tables were set up by 

Retriever when you licensed the software, however, taxes change, so you should be aware of 

how to make these changes. 

How It Works 

Add A Tax Table 

1. Click the Add Button 

2. Give the table a name 

3. Choose the appropriate tax rule 

4. Enter the appropriate tax percentage and additional tax percentage (state and city 

regulations). 

5. Save 

6. Activate and sync. 

7. You will need to manually apply new tax tables to the items and/or tickets that require 

the newly created tax table. 

8. Click Save. 

9. Activate and Sync all changes. 

Edit A Tax Table 

1. Click the Edit Button 

2. Change the appropriate tax percentage and additional tax percentage (state and city 

regulations). 

3. Save 

4. Activate and sync. 

5. You will need to manually apply new tax changes to the items and/or tickets that are 

part the altered tax table. 

6. Click Save. 

7. Activate and Sync all changes. 

List of Tax Configurations 

All of the tax setup tables will be listed in this panel. Select the tax settings you need to adjust 

and click the Edit Button, or to add a new setup, click the Add Button. 

Name of Tax Configuration 

Your tax configuration depends on the tax laws of your state and local jurisdictions. Some states 

have a soda tax and/or occupation tax on top their concession and/or box office requirements. 

Consequently, you may require one, two or more named taxed tables in your configuration. 
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Please consult your accounting team before making and additions or alterations to your tax 

tables. 

Tax Types Settings 

Currently retriever process only allows for percentage tax types. 

Tax Rules Settings 

There are three Tax Rules including No Tax. See the explanations below. NOTE: Retriever 

Solutions calculates and reports a collected tax. Rounding and multiple tax tables may cause a 

difference between collected tax and actual tax. 

No Tax (Default) 

When using tax by subtotal you may need to create a ‘No Tax’ tax table to identify items that 

will not be taxed as part of the subtotal being taxed. An example could be Jalapenos on Nachos. 

The Jalapenos are a modifier with a 50-cent charge that is not taxed. 

Tax by Subtotal (Standard Application) 

Tax by subtotal calculates the tax at the terminal once all items have been selected for 

purchase. The net price of all taxable items is multiplied by the corresponding tax table amount. 

Each item is associated to the assigned taxed table. So, if concessions are taxed at 7% and 

tickets are purchased at 6%, the subtotals of each are calculated separately and added together 

for a total gross. 

Tax by Item (Legacy Locations- Limited Use) 

Many operators in the past have wanted to avoid the use of pennies, nickels and dimes by 

manipulating the collected tax as part of the purchase price for items and tickets. When 

calculating the purchase price, the items menu shows you the individual item price with tax. By 

rounding that figure to the nearest quarter, you can eliminate the need for change. Setbacks: 

Small tax changes require a great deal of repricing. Rounding errors and calculation differences 

may cause the theater to collect less than the amount of tax owed. 
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DATE PRICE SETUP: date_price.php

Date Price Setup 

Date Price Setup is used when you have a range of days during which you will offer special 

pricing on one or more items. For pricing that happens every Tuesday, use the Discount Pricing 

or the Items Menu tab to create your alternative pricing. This tab is for seasonal promotions or 

there is a need to reduce or increase pricing for a short period of time. 

In this tab the user will set up a date range with a name that can be accessed in the menu items 

set up. In the example, you will notice that all of the combo items have been selected for 

special pricing on Thanksgiving. This may be a promotion or marketing strategy to increase 

business over the holidays. You do set prices or drag items in this section. Simply add a 

campaign name and select the items that you want to make available to the campaign. 

How It Works 

Build A Campaign 

1. Click the Add Button 

2. Give the Campaign a name 

3. Select the items that will be included in the campaign. 

4. Save 
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5. Go to the Items Menu tab. 

6. Select the Item Category to be edited. 

7. From the default pricing dropdown select the campaign name you want to edit. 

8. The items that are included in the selected Item Category and included in the campaign 

will be listed in the selection box. 

9. Select an item from the list and make the required changes as you normally would any 

item (see the items tab). 

10. After you save the changes they will only appear on the dates selected in the Date Price 

Setup. 

11. Activate and Sync all changes. 

Date Price Library 

In this area you will find all previously created Date Price Campaign setups. By selecting a setup, 

you will be able to review what items correspond to the selected setup as well as the start and 

end dates of the campaign. 

Date Price Create Campaign Name 

This is a text entry box. It will display the name of the selected campaign. However, if you click 

the Add Button, you may create additional named campaigns. If you click the Edit Button, you 

can edit the name of existing campaigns. If you edit a campaign name references to past 

campaigns will change the campaign name throughout the data's history. 

Date Price Setup Start and End Dates 

In the date Price Setup, each campaign must have a start and end date. This is the range of 

dates during which campaign pricing will be available. You may change existing campaign dates 

by selecting Edit. 

Date Price Menu 

This is a complete list of all menu items sorted by category. Selecting an item while editing or 

adding a campaign will add that item to the list of items available for special pricing as part of 

the named campaign. 
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DISCOUNT PRICING: discount_pricing.php

 

Discount Pricing 

Discount Pricing is used when you have a day and range of time during which you will offer 

special pricing on one or more items. For pricing that happens every Tuesday, use the Discount 

Pricing Tab as opposed to manually changing the pricing for each item in the Menu Items tab to 

create your alternative pricing. 

In this tab the user will set up a date range with a name that can be accessed in the menu items 

set up. In the example, you will notice that all of the combo items have been selected for 

special pricing on Thanksgiving. This may be a promotion or marketing strategy to increase 

business over the holidays. You do set prices or drag items in this section. Simply add a 

campaign name and select the items that you want to make available to the campaign. 

How It Works 

Discount Pricing 

1. Check the Item Categories that contain the items that will be included in the discounts. 

2. Click the >> button to create a list of all items within the selected categories. 

3. Check the items that will be included as part of the discount. 

4. Check the days during which the discounts will be available to the customer. 
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5. Select a Start Time to begin the discount period. 

6. Select an End Time to end the discount period. NOTE: The End Time must be after the 

Start Time. The system assumes that the 24-hour clock begin at the Start Time, so if you 

start your discount at 4:00 a.m. and end it at 4:00 a.m., the discount will not calculate. 

You must end the discount no later than 3:59 a.m. Also, your start and end times must 

be within the same business day. If your business day starts at 4:00 a.m., you cannot 

start the discount prior to 4:00 a.m. 

7. Select the applicable percentage discount or cash discount from the drop downs. 

8. Select Time Slot Only (the discounts will only be available between the scheduled time 

slots) or Select Time Slots and Default (discounts will be available for all selected items 

for the day selected). 

9. Check your work/settings. 

10. Click the Create Discount Pricing button to save your discount pricing. 

11. Activate and Sync all changes. 

Category Select Library 

By selecting one or more categories to include in your discount pricing you can then select 

specific items from the categories to add or detract from your special pricing. 

Select Items Library 

Clicking the double arrows (>>) will open the items associated with each of the categories 

selected from the item’s categories library. You can select all, deselect all, or choose individual 

items to include in your discount campaign by simply checking the individual item check boxes. 

Day Select 

Check the boxes associated with the days during which you will offer discounts by start and end 

time. 

Time Select 

Select a start and end time for your discount. 

Alternative Pricing Selection 

You have two choices: Time Slots Only will use the prices established between the selected 

times. Time slots and default will use the selected value if a specified time slot has not been 

selected. 

Create Discount Pricing 

This is the finish button. Once everything is set up, click this button and the system will 

automatically set up you discount pricing. 

Clear Discount Pricing 

This button allows you to clear the current discount pricing setup as a whole. 

Select All Button 

Clicking the select all button will select all unchecked boxes in the library. 
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Unselect All Button 

Clicking the unselect all button will deselect all checked boxes in the library. 

 

GIFT AND LOYALTY LOOKUP: gift_loyalty.php 

 

Gift and Loyalty Lookup 

There will be times when a customer disputes the amount of money remaining on their gift 

card or if a transaction was correctly processed. For that rare occasion, we have created an area 

of process where gift cards can be managed and adjusted. We strongly encourage all qualified 

persons to verify the history of any card in the transactions tab Search Loyalty Cards for a 

running history on the card to be altered. 

How It Works 

Add A Card 

NOTE: Use Loyalty Card Maintenance to preload multiple cards with money or points. 
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1. Enter the card number into the Card Number Search text box and click the Card Number 

Search button to verify that the card is not already in the database. If the card search 

does not return a matching number, proceed to next step. 

2. Click the Add Button. 

3. Enter the card number to be added into the Card Number Text Box. 

4. Enter in any points. 

5. Enter in any cash amount.* 

6. Click Save. 

Edit A Card 

1. Enter the card number into the Card Number Search text box and click the Card Number 

Search button to verify that the card is in the database. If the card search does not 

return a matching number, go to Add a Card. 

2. Click the Edit Button. 

3. Edit available points. 

4. Edit available cash amount. * 

5. Click Save. 

* Gift Cards are the same as Currency/Cash and the theater is liable for all cash amounts 

available on Gift Cards. 
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Gift & Loyalty Lookup 

 

There are two places in process to look up Gift Cards and Loyalty Accounts, this tab and in the 

Transaction tab under Loyalty card Lookup. Generally speaking, the transaction tab is not 

limited by high security settings. However, the transaction tab Loyalty Card Lookup does not 

allow the user to make changes to card or application data. In this section, a manager or owner 

with the proper security setting may make changes to plastic and e-gift card accounts. 

Loyalty Card Maintenance 
 

There are two specific functions that can be performed on this page and both require 

administrative security levels. The first is preloading gift/loyalty cards with cash and points. It is 

important to note that preloading gift cards creates gift card liability without any associated 

cash until cards are 'sold'. Some theaters preload gift cards as part of a bulk item purchase (a 

bank purchases 200 cards at $10.00 each for their employees stocking stuffers) and the theater 

doesn't have time to swipe 200 cards through the register. In this instance, it would be easier to 

use a bulk load function. The second function is to delete cards from the database. 
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How It Works 

Bulk Load A Series of Gift Cards 

1. Before loading your card string, make absolutely certain that the cards you will be 

loading are in sequential order. 

2. Enter the first card number in the sequence of cards to be loaded. 

3. Enter the number of cards to be added. NOTE: If your first card is 1012241001 and you 

load 10 cards, you will load card numbers 1012241001 through 1012241010. 

4. Enter the dollar amount to be added to each card. Must be greater than $0.00. In other 

words, you cannot just add points. 

5. Enter in the number of loyalty points to be added to each card (optional - you do not 

have to add loyalty points). 

6. Click the Create List of Cards Button- the list will be generated in the list box. 

7. Click the Add the cards Button. 

Delete One or More Gift Card(s) 

1. NOTE: Gift cards are literally currency *. If a customer comes in with a gift card that has 

been deleted and claims that there is/was money on the card before it was deleted, you 

could be liable to reimburse them for any lost money. You should only delete cards from 

the database that have zero dollars and zero points. Most theaters use this function to 

remove damaged cards that have been replaced from the database. 

2. Click the Start button. 

3. In the text box above the Start button, enter the card number of each card that you 

want removed from the database. 

4. When all cards to be removed are entered, click the View Numbers to Delete Button. 

This will adjust the entered numbers to their full card number strings. 

5. Click Delete the Cards. 

6. This action cannot be undone. 

* Gift Cards are the same as Currency/Cash and the theater is liable for all cash amounts 

available on Gift Cards. 

The starting number is the first card number in the sequence for which you will be preloading 

cash and points. 

Number of Cards to Add 

This is the physical count of the number of cards to be loaded. Must be in sequential order 

starting with the Starting Card Number above. 

Dollar Amount to Add 

Enter the amount of money to be loaded onto each card. Must be greater than 0 to use this 

function. 
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Points to Add (optional) 

If you are adding loyalty points to the preloaded cards, enter the number of points to be added 

to each card here. 

Add the Cards 

Adds the created card numbers to the database. 

View Card Numbers to Delete 

Click this button to prepare the cards for being deleted from the database. The card numbers 

will most likely change from those entered as the cards will be listed as they are found in the 

database. 

Delete the Cards 

Click this button to delete the listed cards above from the database. This action cannot be 

undone. 

BARCODE MAINTENANCE: barcode_maintenance.php 

To create barcodes, use Barcode Create Export. 

Barcodes are stored in the database when they are created as either coupons, prepaids, gift 

certificates or vouchers and while many barcode items will have a valued item attached to 

them, some may not. Some barcodes may be associated to specific promotions with expiration 

dates, while others may have an open-ended expiration. Regardless of the campaign, barcodes 

can be used in a variety of ways to secure your marketing and promotional campaigns. 

Therefore, a way to look up barcodes to inquire on status has been built into Retriever Process. 

How It Works 

Barcode Lookup 

NOTE: Use Barcode Create Export to build a list of barcodes to be associated with specific 

campaigns. 

1. Enter a barcode number (string) into the (A.) text box and click on the (B.) Search 

Button. 

2. The number and other numbers near it, will appear in the appropriate column (J., K., or 

L). 

3. Select the correct number to display information about the select barcode (M. - Y.). 

4. You may select multiple barcodes by searching an issue date (G., H., and I). 

5. You may Expire multiple barcodes by searching by an issue date (G., H., and I), Select All 

+ Barcode Expire. 

6. You may Void multiple barcodes by searching by an issue date (G., H., and I), Select All + 

Barcode Void. 
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Definitions 

A. Text Box. Enter Barcode number here. 

B. Search Button - Search the database for the barcode string and surrounding barcode 

strings nearest the number entered into A. 

C. Display: The order number associated with the creation of the barcode. 

D. Display: The date associated with the creation of the barcode. 

E. Start Date Set: Set the start date to search (related to I. Search Issue Date). 

F. End Date Set: Set the End Date to search (related to I. Search Issue Date). 

G. Set barcode type to search - Gift Certificate, Voucher, Prepaid, etc.(related to I. Search 

Issue Date) 

H. Set barcode campaign to search - (related to I. Search Issue Date) 

I. Search Issue Date Button - Searches using parameters set in E, F, G and H. 

J. Column List - Not Redeemed - Barcode number's that have been not redeemed related 

to search. 

K. Column List - Voided - Barcode numbers that have been voided related to search. 

L. Column List - Expired - Barcode numbers that have been expired related to search 

M. Display: The type of coupon or prepaid associated with the selected barcode. 

N. Display: The location ID or Theater ID associated with the barcode. 

O. Display: The selected barcode number or number string. 
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P. Display: The purchase location of the prepaid item or coupon 

Q. Display: The order number upon which the barcode or coupon was purchased or 

awarded. 

R. Display: Purchase Price of the prepaid. 

S. Display: Issue date - the date of purchase or award. 

T. Display: Expire Date is the date of expiration, if there isn't one, the prepaid never 

expires. 

U. Display: Redeem location is the Theater ID of the location where the prepaid or coupon 

was redeemed. 

V. Display: Redeem Order Number is the order number used in the redeeming transaction. 

W. Display: Redeem Price is the amount of purchase redeemed with the prepaid or coupon. 

X. Display: Redeem Date is the date the prepaid or coupon was redeemed. 

Y. Redeem Status: The current status of the coupon or prepaid (barcode selected). 

 

BARCODE CREATE: barcode_create.php 

Barcode Create Export 

To look up barcodes go to Barcode Maintenance or the Barcode Lookup in Transactions Tab. 

How It Works 

Barcode Create 

Dropdowns for prepaids (B) and prepaid type (C) must be created prior to creating associated 

barcode campaigns. Please see How to Create a Barcoded Marketing Campaign(pdf) prior to 

building a new campaign. 

1. (A) Give your campaign a unique name. 

2. (B) Select a prepaid category 

3. (C) Select a prepaid type (associated with the selected prepaid category) 

4. (D) Auto-filled with your Theater Identification Number. If your theater group uses a 

shared database for gift cards, these numbers will be available to all locations associated 

with the shared database. 

5. (E) Set the first day that barcodes will be accepted 

6. (F) Select the last day that barcodes will be accepted (Expiration Date). 

7. (G) Auto Generated Order Number - Make a note for future reference. 

8. (H) Purchase price is the price to purchase the prepaid voucher or gift certificate. 

9. (I) Quantity of barcodes to be created. 

10. (M) Generate Barcodes 

11. (N) Get Barcodes. Click Get Barcodes and then copy the barcodes and paste into a 

spreadsheet for the printer. 

http://localhost/New%20Retriever%20Manual/barcode_create.php
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Definitions 

A. Text Box. This is the name of the campaign. 

B. Select the type of prepaid to be applied to the campaign. 

C. Select the name of the Coupon, Voucher, or Gift Certificate 

D. This is the TID (Theater Identification Number) of the creation location of the campaign. 

E. Issue date: The date the campaign will start. The first date that coupons will be 

accepted. 

F. Expire Date: The date after which all created barcodes will be invalid. 

G. Order Number: The order number of the creation of barcodes. 

H. Purchase Price: The value of the prepaid 

I. Quantity: The number of barcodes to be created. 

J. Remaining number of barcodes to be created within the created campaign. 

K. Insert: The number of barcodes created. 

L. Created Barcode List 

M. Generate Barcodes: Click this button to load the barcodes into the library (L.) 
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N. Get Bar Codes Button: Selects all of the created barcodes. 

 

INVENTORY SETUP – VENDORS SETUP: vendors_setup.php 

 

How It Works 

Click the Add Button 

1. (A) Type in the Vendor ID. Most Vendors will always have a unique identifier that you 

can use to populate this field/ 

2. (B) Type in the Business Name of the Vendor Company 

3. (C) Enter the vendor's address (optional) 

4. (C Part Two) Enter the Vendor's Contact Email Address 

5. (D) Enter city associated with vendor's address (optional) 

6. (E) Enter State Abbreviation of state associated with the vendor's address (optional) 

7. (F) Enter the zip code of the vendor's address (optional) 

8. (G) Enter the contact's phone number (direct line if available) 

9. (H) Enter a Fax Number or secondary contact number (optional) 

10. (I) Select Outside Vendor (default), Receive from another location, Transfer to another 

location 

11. Click the Save Button 
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VENDOR ITEMS: ven_item_setup.php 

 

How It Works 

Add Items to the Vendor List 

1. (A) Select a Vendor to which to add items. 

2. (B) The current items in the Vendor's list will appear in the box. 

3. (D) Select an Inventory Group to pull items from or move items to. 

4. (E) The available inventory items under that Inventory Group will appear in the list box. 

5. (C) The '<<' button copies selected items from the Inventory Group to the Vendor list. 

6. (C) The '>>' button moves selected items from the Vendor list to the Inventory Group. 

7. (C) Add All Button copies all items from the Inventory Groups' list to the Vendors' list. 

8. (C) Remove All Button removes all items from the Vendors' list. 

9. Click the Save Button when finished. You do not have to activate and sync changes to 

the inventory vendors' list. Actions in process that are not reflected on the terminals or 

online do not have to be activated. 
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INVENTORY ITEMS: inventory_items_setup.php 

 

How It Works 

Add an Inventory Item to your Inventory Groups 

1. (A) Select the Inventory Group that will manage the item 

2. Click Add Button 

3. (B) The current items in the Inventory Group will appear in the box. 

4. (C) Number - This does not auto generate. You can either match up the SKU Number 

created in Items Menu or use the SKU Number of the item. IMPORTANT NOTE: The item 

number in Inventory Items must match the SKU/Item Number in the Items Menu Tab. 

5. (D) The item description. Should also match the named item in the Items Menu Tab. 

6. (E) The Inventory Group should match the Inventory Group selected in (A), but if you 

need to change it you may do so with this drop down. 

7.   (F) Conversion Table identifies how the item will be counted and managed in inventory. 

See Conversion Tables. 

http://localhost/New%20Retriever%20Manual/items.php
http://localhost/New%20Retriever%20Manual/items.php
http://localhost/New%20Retriever%20Manual/conversion.php
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15. (G) Base Unit is generally how the unit is sold. What is the smallest denominator 

available for purchase? Most of the time the answer will be each. 

16. (H) Received Unit is how the unit is received. This is also important in how you count 

your inventory. If you select case, you will manage your inventory by converting the unit 

to case size. In other words, a 24-item case with only 12 items would be a .5 case. This 

can get pretty confusing for anyone without a BS in Math, so we strongly encourage 

managers and owners to set up their inventory using each as a Received Unit. 

17. (I) Received Price. This is what the THEATER PAYS to receive the RECEIVED UNIT or Cost 

of Goods. 

18. (J) Retail Price is what the customer's pay for the BASE UNIT. 

19. (K) When Items are set in the Items Menu + Recipes Tab they are listed here. If this item 

were a part of a combo, the combo would be listed in this box. 

20. Click the Save Button when finished. You do not have to activate and sync changes to 

the inventory vendors' list. Actions in process that are not reflected on the terminals or 

online do not have to be activated. 

What is an Inventory Group? 

An Inventory Group is the same as an Inventory Category as set up in the Tool Box + Categories 

+ Items Categories. Inventory Categories/Groups allow the user to manage inventory by 

combining like items (Drinks, Candy, Popcorn, Merchandise, etc.). You can also group inventory 

items by location (Top Shelf Candy or Bottom Shelf Candy). You can be as detailed or as vague 

as you choose and the system makes it easy to change directions should you decide to do so in 

the future. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://localhost/New%20Retriever%20Manual/recipes.php
http://localhost/New%20Retriever%20Manual/toolbox.php
http://localhost/New%20Retriever%20Manual/toolbox.php
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CONVERSION TABLES: conversion.php 

 

Conversion Tables 

This is where you set up your receivable count set up. You can set as many case tables, sleeve 

types (cups), etc., as you like, but you must have at least 1 each table. As an example, a sleeve 

of medium drink cups may come in a sleeve of 100 and case 2400 (24 sleeves). You would want 

to set up a count for case with a factor of 2400 or a count for sleeves with a factor of 100. 

When setting up items, use the case or sleeve count but make sure that you set your price 

accordingly. If you case price is $120.00, your sleeve price (in this example) would be $5.00 (per 

sleeve). 

What is the conversion table? 

The conversion table is designed to manage your count sizes in order to make taking inventory 

easier and more accurate. When you break the conversion table into Each, Sleeve, Case and 

you're counting inventory, you can count each as an individual inventory entry (see Inventory 

Count and select the calculator check box 0 Each, Sleeve and Case will be available for a count 

entry) and the system calculates an accurate item count based on all conversion entries. 
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Item Name Case Size/Price 
($) 

Sleeve Size/Price 
($) 

Box Size/Price ($) Each Count/Price 
($) 

Large Cups 1200 count/$240 100 count/$5.00 Not Applicable 1 Count/$.20 

Toilet Paper 60 roll 
Count/$45.00 

Not Applicable Not Applicable 1 Count/$.75 

Baby Ruth Candy 
Bars 

120 count/$96.00 Not Applicable 10 count/$9.60 1 Count/$.80 

BIB Soda Syrup* Not Applicable Not Applicable Not Applicable 1 Count/$85.00 

*You may try to manage BIB syrup by breaking the case into an algorithm of how many cups 

you should get out of a box, but given that there are a number of different variables that go 

into such a calculation, most locations just inventory cups as those are more manageable than 

random ounce calculations with Bag in Box syrup. 

How It Works 

Create A Conversion Table 

1. On a separate piece of paper, make a list of how you receive your inventory and how 

you count your inventory. 

2. You will all count types that you use. 

3. Click Add 

4. Type in the case and size (Case 1200) in text box under Description. 

5. Type in the word Each in first column under Tables with a factor of 1 . 

6. Type Sleeve into the second line under Tables (below Each) with a factor of 100. 

7. Type Case into the third line under the Tables (below Sleeve) with a factor of 1200. 

8. Click the Save Button. 

 

 

COUNT AREAS: count_areas_setup.php 

Count Areas Explained 

CHANGES MADE IN THIS AREA CANNOT BE UNDONE 

How the count area is set up when you first set up the inventory is how it should remain. Once 

an inventory has been entered it must be completely removed prior to changing the Count 

Areas Set Up. 
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EMPLOYEES: employees.php

 

Employee's Personal Information 

In this tab, employee’s information can be added, edited and inactivated. DO NOT DELETE 

PAST/INACTIVE EMPLOYEES. Past employees should be inactivated in order to maintain the 

integrity of employee information. The forms in this tab should be filled out completely. The 

employee number is auto generated. DO NOT USE SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBERS as employee 

identification (anyone with access to this tab has access to personal information). 

How to add a new employee. 

1. Click the Add Button 

2. Fill in all fields except the Employee Number. 

3. Click the Status/Payroll Tab 

4. Select the newly created employee. 

5. Give them a security level. 

6. Is this employee a salary or hourly employee? 

7. Select a default overtime group. 

8. Enter any required payroll information. 

9. Click the Employee Password Tab 

10. The employee should enter a four-digit password. Save. 
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11. Return to the employee information screen and click the Save Button. 

12. Activate and sync all new employee information. 

Employee Password 

 

The employee should enter four-digit password that they will use to clock in/out and/or log into 

terminals. 
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Status/Payroll 

 

In this area you will define the employee's hourly pay with specific job types and create a 

security level for the new employee that will allow them access to any necessary job 

requirements within the Point of Sale system. 
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Available Times 

 

Use the Add, Edit or Delete Buttons to create a useful time structure for each employee. This is 

particularly helpful for college and high school students who may only be able to work during 

specified hours or days. The default settings are start and end times as set in the configuration. 

Select the employee prior to adding or editing time slots. 
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Employee Days Off 

 

To schedule requested days off for each employee, click the Add Button, select the requested 

date and then click Add Day Off. You do not need to save. You may repeat the process until all 

requested days have been scheduled. 
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EMPLOYEE SCHEDULE: empSched.php

 

Employees Schedule 

The manager may use the employee schedule to manage all employees in an easy to use click 

grid. A video has been created to explain how the scheduling works. In short, the grid begins at 

the start of day and ends at the slated end of day. Any hour on any day that an employee is 

available to work, the blue cross hairs will appear as you move the mouse around the grid. If an 

employee is not available to work, the red vertical and horizontal lines will follow the mouse 

until an available employee and time slot is found (at which point both lines turn blue. Click on 

the starting time to schedule an employee, use the drop down to set the employee's position 

and hours. Save and schedule your next employee. 

Schedule an Employee 

1. Find an employee to schedule and move the mouse to the selected start time. 

2. If the vertical and horizontal lines are blue, click on the start time. If not, this employee 

is not available. 

3. If the employee is available, a popup will appear where you can set the employees job 

type and number of hours. 

4. Click schedule to schedule the employee. 

5. Repeat until all employees are scheduled. 
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6. Save 

7. You do not have to activate and sync. 

Troubleshooting 

• You must be on the current day or a future day. You cannot schedule a past day. 

• You can only have one employee at each position (see positions tab to set up employee 

positions) during a time period. 

• You cannot schedule overtime for hourly employees. 

EMPLOYEE POSITIONS: empPoss.php 

 

Employees Positions 

In the drop-down selector are a number of categories that have been set up in the Tool Box + 

Categories + Job Types list creator. If you use the built-in scheduling system, you can use the 

primary categories to associate the number of each position required to an equal amount of 

employees. In this case there are never more than four cashiers working in Concessions. 

Without adding and additional Cashier 5, you will never be able to schedule 5 cashiers during 

any given shift. Keep in mind that box office cashiers are different than Concessions Cashiers. In 

short, you can set up multiple numbers of employees for each job type, but each must be 

identified in order to use the built-in scheduler. 
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Add Employee Positions 

1. Use the drop down to select the job type (job types are set up in the Red Tool Box + 

Categories + Job Types). 

2. Click Add 

3. Give the position a unique name consistent with the naming conventions. 

4. Click save. 

5. You do not have to activate and sync. 

EMPLOYEE OVERTIME: empOvertime.php 

Employees Overtime 

Use this space to create and delete Overtime Groups for payroll. Overtime groups are periods 

of times when overtime will be paid to all employees working during that period. Some federal 

(and State) Holidays require that all employees working be paid overtime. This is where you can 

set those days up and the system will auto calculate overtime into the payroll. 

Add Overtime Days 

1. Click Add New Overtime Group 

2. Type in a name for the overtime pay (example uses Thanksgiving) 

3. Set the overtime rate (example uses 1.50) 

4. Set the date (example uses November 26, 2020. 

5. Select the hour at which overtime pay will begin (this is particularly handy for Christmas 

and New Year’s Eve when you may choose to start overtime later in the day). 

6. Click the Add New Overtime Day 

http://localhost/New%20Retriever%20Manual/toolbox.php
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WINDOWS AND SCREEN DESIGN: screendesign.php 

This page offers a very basic understanding of the most commonly used elements of the screen 

design tool. It is not intended to be an expert knowledge builder. The screen design manages 

the appearance and functionality of your Point of Sale System from Box Office to Concession to 

Bar to Kiosks. Every salable item needs a button. Some items require modifiers like ketchup and 

mustard. Auditoriums need seat assignments, allow for swapping, where's the screen, 

handicapped seating, and social distancing measures. Kiosks need to be able to sell and redeem 

tickets, display coming attractions, trailers, times and dates. 

While it seems like a basic function, it's not. The screen design tool is highly complicated and 

clicking the wrong button or adding a broken link can shut your system down while service 

technicians (888-988-4470) try to reverse engineer the error and correct the problem. We have 

witnessed simple changes to a screen shut a theater down for hours simply because someone 

didn't know what they were doing. For that reason alone, you will quickly discover that 

Retriever Solutions technical support staff will always ask you - what changed? The problem is 

that many times the person discovering the issue was not around when the change was made.  
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When working in screen design please be sure to document any changes you make and let 

others know where that documentation is kept. In the event of any issues, it will be much 

easier to fix any mistakes. 

One final note: If there are continual issues with theater personnel breaking their screen flow, 

Retriever Solutions will lock out the theater from the tool and force all requests to come 

through the ticketing system. This is to prevent interruptions in service due to errors, it is not a 

punishment. If you are locked out of screen design and believe that you should have access, 

please contact tech support. There was probably a serious issue that prompted us to cut off 

access to screen design. Technical Support Personnel can open up access if the user displays 

competency in the tool with a little bit of additional training. 

Button Images 

Button images should be a consistent size throughout for aesthetic presentation. The windows 

terminals will adjust the image to fit on the screen, but images should not be more the 400 

pixels wide. For buttons an ideal size would be 3 to 1 (Example: 360px by 120px). 

Do not change images in screen design. Button images are added in the Items Menu. 

Changing Seat Types  
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Find the auditorium you where the seat needs to be changed and click on the seat. Right click 

the mouse and use the seat type selector to change the seat. Make sure you save. When you 

activate and sync, the new seat type may not get sent up, because process won't see that a 

change has been made. You must Force Send seat changes up to the internet services 

(applications and iframes). 

 

MOVIE SCHEDULE: show_times.php 

How to Schedule Movies 

 

AUDITORIUM SETUP 

1. Click the auditorium tab 

2. Auditorium setup is done initially at setup to make changes click edit 

3. Make changes to seat counts, section, total seats 

4. Click Save 

Note - Assigned seating locations do not need to adjust seat counts, low seat counts, or total 

seats as they are managed by seat assignments in the seat maps. 
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5. To use assigned seats, the assigned seats must be set up in the configuration tab by 

Retriever Solutions TSR. 

6. Once set up, the assigned seating maps tab lays out rows and columns. 

7. Actual seat maps are built in the screen design tab. 

Note - You cannot create seat maps in screen design that have not first been built in 

Assigned Seating Maps. Screen design seat map requests should be submitted through sales 

to Retriever Solutions. 

8. Don't forget to save 

9. Assigned Seating Dates Tab lets you turn off (all) assigned seating for a specific 

EVENT TYPE SHOW TYPE TEMPLATE 

An EVENT TYPE is what kind of performance is being conducted. A movie could be a Regular 

event type, a 3D movie could be a 3D event type, some will give R rated movies a Restricted 

event type. 

A SHOW TYPE is Matinee, Evening, Weekend Matinee, Weekend Evening, etc. 

The Event-Show Template Tab is where you will put time slots to your Show Types. 

The Day Exception Template is where you match the days of the week with your defined Event-

Show Template(s). 

http://localhost/New%20Retriever%20Manual/screendesign.php
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Create an Event Type 

1. Click Add 

2. Type in a Name for the Event Type 

3. Is this a VIP Event Type? If applicable select the VIP Event Type definition. 

4. You can associate an existing pricing scheme (saves time) by selecting an Event Type 

Price 

5. Save 
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Create a Show Type 

1. Click Add 

2. Give the Show Type a Name and a Color Code (Schedule Header) 

3. Save 
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Create Event Show Template 

1. Click Add 

2. Give the template a name 

3. Click Save inside the name box 

4. Highlight the new name 

5. Select Edit 

6. Click Insert 

7. Select a Show Type and associate time range (click inside tme boxes and set times) 

8. Click Update. 

9. Note: A Template must contain time slots for all open to close hours. 
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Day-Exception Template 

1. Use the drop down to associate the Event Show Template with the day of the week. 

2. Click the Update Button 
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TICKET SETUP 

1. Click Add 

2. Type in the name of the new ticket type 

3. Click Save 
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TICKET PRICING 

1. Select an Event Type 

2. Select a Show Type 

3. To add a new ticket type, you must click the show n/a tickets button 

4. Select a ticket type and click edit 

5. Select a Tax Table if applicable. 

6. Enter the price without tax 

7. Add any points if applicable 

8. Add associated items if applicable 

9. Are there any premium up charges for this ticket type? 

10. Save (Center Column) 
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DISTRIBUTOR SETUP 

Most of the time you will not have to add distributors and they should be requested to be 

added by submitting a ticket through the help desk or by calling the support desk. However, if 

you get an error message while loading a new title requesting a distributor, click in this tab and 

select refresh. That will update your distribution list. 
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ADD MOVIES 

1. Click Add 

2. In the Search Movie text box enter a primary key word or phrase that is in the title of 

the movie you are searching. 

3. NOTE: You do not have to enter in the whole title. Do not enter a preface word like 

"The". Titles often resemble other or older titles. If you are not sure of a title, please 

verify the title in IMDB or some other reliable source of movie title information. 

4. Click the search button 

5. Find the version of the title you need to schedule/book 

6. NOTE: If the title or subtype does not appear or you have trouble finding it, go to IMDB 

and look up the title. Copy and paste as much relevant information about the feature as 

possible into a help desk ticket. Please allow 1 to 2 business days for the movie to be 

added to the database. 

7. Click Add Selected Movies 
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Complete the following 

8. Schedule Date is the first date the feature will be played. 

9. Revenue date is the start date as determined by the studio (normally the first Friday 

after the start date, button not always.) 

10. Event 1 is the Event Type of the initial showing - also enter an appropriate End Date for 

the Event Type. 

11. Event 2 is the event type after the initial event type has run its schedule - don't forget 

your end date. 

12. Verify that the film category, Distributor, Rating, Length (run time), Cleaning Time, 

Trailer (number - not necessary), Total Prints, Report Settings (No Revenue Output - 

Does not report to BOR. No Ticket Summary - Does not report on Ticket Summary) are 

all set correctly. 

13. NOTE: If you do not want ticket sales to report to the distributor, you must check oth No 

Ticket Summary and No Revenue Output. 

14. Allow Schedule Overlap on Print 1 - Check this box to schedule overlapping times with a 

single feature print. 

15. Verify that all other information is true and Click SAVE. 

NEVER EVER: 

a. Overwrite an existing title with a new one. 

b. Set your start date after your revenue date. 

c. Create an Abbreviated Title that is longer the text box. 

d. Alter the existing title (if you need another version, use the upload tool (Add). 

e. Add quotation marks to the Comments or Film Star Listings 
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f. Schedule a movie without checking the length of the movie, film category and 

distributor (these items are often defaulted and need to be changed manually). 

One Final Note About Start and End Dates. 

If you don't know how long a movie will play, put your end dates out 10 to 12 weeks. You can 

always move them back. But once they are set, the Movie Schedule Report will not modify the 

end date, so it is better to go long than to enter a shorter schedule than your run. 

 

SCHEDULE MOVIES 

1. All Movies must be downloaded into the Movies Tab and start date, revenue date, and 

end dates must be set prior to titles being made available in the schedule list. 

2. In the schedule tab, select the movie with your mouse. 

3. With your mouth, grab the title by holding the right mouse button down and dragging 

the title onto the schedule grid. 

4. Release the title in the desired auditorium and time slot. 

5. When you release the mouse button, a box appears. 

6. Select the number of shows to schedule, first showing time, cleaning time, and click 

okay. 

7. All shows will be scheduled. 

http://localhost/New%20Retriever%20Manual/movies.php
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8. You can move shows back or forward in time by using the double directional bracket 

buttons (>> or << = 15 minutes), or single directional bracket buttons (> or < = 5 

minutes). 

9. Once you have completed the movie(s) to be scheduled, click SAVE.  

APPENDIX 

How to Add Images to Item Buttons 

1. Go to Items/Recipes (the Rolodex icon next to the red toolbox)  

2. Select a category from the drop-down lists. The first allows you to choose between main 

items and modifiers and the second allows you to choose a specific category. 

3. Click on the item that you wish to associate an image to and click Edit, at the bottom of 

the screen. 

4. To associate the image, click on the square box at the bottom right of the screen, above 

the Save and Cancel buttons. 

5. This will open a window that will allow you to select the desired image.  All images 

should be in the Local Disk  C: > Venue  >  Graphic folder. 

 

NOTE* For DOS all images must be 110x60 in size, 256 color bitmaps, and the name must be 

no longer than eight characters in length. If you have any trouble with a particular image, double 

check these factors.  For Windows images we have been using 325x200 but there are far fewer 

requirements.  If you do not have an image for the item you are searching for, you can create one 

using these guidelines. 

 

6. You can then either select the image and then Open or simply double click the image. 

You should now see the image in the box at the bottom right of the item listing. 

7. Click Save (Save NOT Save All and do not click Update Screens or Get Pictures) 

8. Repeat until you have added an image to each item in each category. 

9. Now, go back to your Screen Design module and the specific screen that you chose to 

ensure that your images have appeared. 

10. If so, activate your changes and sync out a terminal to test your results. 

11. If the images appeared and looked good on the terminal you can sync the rest of your 

terminals. 
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How to Setup Concession Modifiers 

Step One:  

1. Go to the Red Tool Box and select categories.  

2. At the drop down select Item Categories. 

3. Create a modifier category each modifier type ie: food modifier, condiments, bar drinks... 

a. Click Add 

b. Name the Modifier Type 

c. Category Type is Modifier 

d. SAVE 

4. At the dropdown select Prep Categories 

5. Create a Prep Category called “Kitchen” or Bar or something that identifies the prep location. 

a. Click Add 

b. Type in the description 

c. SAVE  

Step Two (Optional): 

1. Go to the Rolodex Tab and select Taxes 

2. Create a Tax Table called “Condiments” and set it to Tax by Subtotal at 0% or above or use the 

existing concessions tax table where applicable. 

3. SAVE 

Step Three:  

1. Go to the Rolodex Tab (Items) and Select Menu Item 

2. In the Main Item Tab 

3. Create and/or Set all items that will receive modifiers to the proper Prep Category  

a. Select Add or Edit Item 

b. Add Item and/or Set Prep Category to proper Prep Category (Kitchen or Bar, etc.) 

c. Set the Price with Tax (if no tax set price).  

d. SAVE 

e. Add and/or set all Prep Category Items. 

Step Four:  

1. Same Menu Item Tab – at the Main Item Drop Down select Modifier 

2. In the second drop down, select the modifier to which you will be adding items. 

3. Add modifier items –  

a. Special Instructions: If the location uses Tax by Subtotal for their concession sales, you 

must set all of your modifiers to the Concession Tax setting and set your Price and Price 

with Tax accordingly.   

b. SAVE 

c. ACTIVATE AND SYNC 

4. This also works for zero-dollar items. 

5. SAVE 
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6. ACTIVATE AND SYNC. 

Step Five: SCREEN FLOW 

You will need to create a new screen for each Modifier/Item Category (zzCondiment, zzBarModifier). 

Copy any Modal, name the new Modal, and remove all but one button.  Copy and paste and create a 

new button for each modifier to be listed on that modal according to the Modifier Category.  Box Type is 

Add Item. Text ID is Item Name (Ketchup, Mustard, Garlic Olives), Item ID is whatever the Item ID is. 

Image File is (none) unless there is an image connected to the Item Listing in Modifiers.  

Repeat until all modifiers have been added. 

Add a finish button with the following properties: Box Type = Return from Modal. Text ID: Finish.  Image 

File: No Image. 

SAVE – ACTIVATE and SYNC 

For all items that will require a modifier, right click on the Item Button and set next screen to the 

Modifier Screen you just built. 

SAVE – ACTIVATE and SYNC 

You will need to shut down Windows Terminal and relaunch the software for the changes to take. Test 

and verify that all taxes and adds are being calculated correctly. 

 

Process Resources 

 

Sales Monitor Selection Options 

# Selection A Selection B Selection C Result 
1 Tickets Alpha Sort Attendence Titles are listed in 

alphabetical order 
and results are 
the number of 
hourly ticket 
holders for each 
title. 

2 Tickets Auditorium 
Number 

Attendence Titles are listed by 
auditorium and 
results are the 
number of hourly 
ticket holders for 
each title. 

3 Tickets Auditorium Size Attendence Titles are listed by 
Auditorium Size 
order and results 
are the number of 
hourly ticket 
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holders for each 
title. 

4 Tickets Alpha Sort Revenue Titles are listed in 
alphabetical order 
and results are 
cummulative 
revenue for each 
hour/showing. 

5 Tickets Auditorium 
Number 

Revenue Titles are listed by 
auditorium and 
results are 
cummulative 
revenue for each 
auditorium. 

6 Tickets Auditorium Size Revenue Titles are listed by 
Auditorium Size 
order and results 
are cummulative 
revenue for each 
auditorium. 

7 Tickets Alpha Sort Percent of Seats Titles are listed in 
alphabetical order 
and results 
display the 
percentage of 
seats sold. 

8 Tickets Auditorium 
Number 

Percent of Seats Titles are listed by 
auditorium and 
results display the 
percentage of 
seats sold. 

9 Tickets Auditorium Size Percent of Seats Titles are listed by 
Auditorium Size 
order and results 
display the 
percentage of 
seats sold. 

10 Items Items Sales Amount Items that have 
been selected for 
per cap are listed 
alphabetically and 
results are 
reported as 
quantity and 
cumulative sale 
amount in dollars. 
Coupons and 
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discounts are not 
considered in this 
reporting. 

11 Items Items Sales Amount - 
Discount 

Items that have 
been selected for 
per cap are listed 
alphabetically and 
results are 
reported as 
quantity and 
cumulative sale 
amount in dollars. 
Coupons and 
discounts are 
deducted as part 
of per cap 
reporting. 

Coupon Options 

# Coupon Type Item Discount Items Needed Discount  

1 Get Items Free 
(1) 

Select Item(s) 
or Category of 
Item(s) 

Not Applicable Not Applicable  

2 Get Dollar 
Amount Off 
Items (2) 

Select Item(s) 
or Category of 
Item(s) 

Not Applicable Set dollar 
discount 
amount. 

 

3 Discontinued Not Applicable Not Applicable Not Applicable  

4 Buy Item(s), 
get item(s) 
free (4) 

Select Item(s) 
or Category of 
Item(s) that 
will be free 

Receive above 
item(s) if this 
selected 
item(s) or 
Category of 
Item(s) is 
purchased 

 Not Applicable 

5 Buy Item(s), 
get dollar 
amount off 
items (5) 

Select Item(s) 
or Category of 
Item(s) that 
will receive 
discount 

Receive above 
discount if this 
selected 
item(s) or 
Category of 
Item(s) is 
purchased 

 Set dollar 
discount 
amount 

6 Discontinued Not Applicable Not Applicable Not Applicable  
7 Get up to 

dollar amount 
off (7) 

Not Applicable Not Applicable Set up to 
dollar amount 
to receive off 
total purchase 
of 
concessions. 
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8 Get up to 
dollar amount 
off (8) 

Not Applicable Not Applicable Set dollar 
amount to 
receive off 
total purchase 
of 
concessions. 

 

9 Get Free 
Ticket 

Not Applicable Not Applicable Not Applicable  

 

Process Definitions 
 

Paid Out on Terminal 

An account that has been setup for the purpose of paying vendors with cash from the 

terminals. 

Use in Per Cap Calculation 

Amounts added or subtracted from this account will directly affect the per cap calculations as 

established by the theater. 

Tip Paid Out 

Creates a paid out that allows for credit payments to be deducted (paid out) as cash from the 

terminal at the end of the employees shift (DOS). 

Amount/Price 

The dollar amount for which an item will be sold for. 

Amount/Price with Tax 

The dollar amount for which an item will be sold for including tax. 

Max Redeem Value 

The total dollar amount for which a prepaid voucher/coupon/ticket may be redeemed. May be 

greater than the purchase price. 

Gift Certificate 

A gift certificate is given or sold as a present that is exchangeable for a specified cash value of 

goods or services from a particular theater or theater group. May be preprinted, secured with a 

bar code, or redeemed from a list of like prepaids. 

Prepaid Ticket 

A voucher that is sold or given to a customer for use to redeem as a ticket to any movie (within 

the price range of the voucher). May or may not be secured with a barcode, may be subject to 

expiration (in the event that Prepaid Tickets are distributed as a marketing or customer service 

product). 
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Vouchers 

 

Vouchers are redeemed for a specific item or items as part of a prepaid arrangement between 

the patron and theater. 

User Pass 

This is a ticket that entitles the holder to free entry to a movie up to the value of the pass. 

Passes may or may not be accepted for special events or limited by distribution. In many cases a 

User Pass will be issued if a customer has paid for a ticket and is unable to attend or finish 

watching the feature for which they have an existing ticket. Distribution of passes is often 

determined by theater policy. 

Demographics 

For use with customer surveys, this establishes the demographics to be surveyed. Zip codes, 

Area Codes, Visits, etc. can all be used to survey customers for the purpose of developing 

marketing plans. 

Redemption Types 

Variable Redemption 

Pertains to an indeterminate amount. The amount of the redemption is determined at the time 

of redemption. The redemption amount could be less than the purchase amount. 

Maximum Value 

The gift certificate is redeemed for the Maximum Value of the Certificate. 

Gift Card Exchange 

The Gift Certificate can be redeemed for a Gift Card of equal or up to the maximum redemption 

value. 

Single Use Redemption 

One time use only and the voucher is forfeited or expired at redemption. 

Daily Redemption 

The voucher may be used multiple times for a specific period of time but only once a day (like a 

popcorn club card). 

Ticket Type - Prepaid Setup 

Prepaid tickets, in order to be redeemed, need to have an associated ticket type to redeem 

against. The ticket type purchased with the prepaid voucher/coupon must match. Both the 

ticket and the redemption will appear on the Windows Terminals receipt screen when the 

prepaid ticket is redeemed. 
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Maximum Uses Per Day - Prepaids 

This drop down is associated with User Passes (some theaters may have patrons who have 

purchased a multi-use pass) and allows the owner to establish a set number of per day uses 

that the customer can redeem a specified ticket type. 

Devices Tab Definitions 

Box Office 

A terminal which is specifically used for selling tickets for admission to the theater. 

Cashier 

A terminal used specifically for selling food items from the snack or candy bar. 

Dual 

A terminal that can sell both concession items and tickets for admission to the movies. 

Customer Service 

A terminal specifically designated for customer service needs such as Group Admission Tickets 

(GATS), Theater Rental, Arcades, Gift Certificates and Gift Cards 

Bar 

A terminal specifically designated for the sale of beer, wine and/or mixed drinks that contain 

alcohol. 

Prep 

A terminal dedicated to the selling of prepared food items and concessions. 

Kiosk 

A terminal that is designed to act as a standalone box office where customers "serve 

themselves" and redeem internet purchases, or purchase tickets without assistance from an 

employee. 

Item Family 

The Item Family is the top tier category. An Item Family could be "Bar" with Item Categories or 

Wine and Beer. Item families are not required in setting up the Items Menu or the Items 

Categories. 

Item Category 

The Item Category is the second-tier category. An Item Category could be "Popcorn" with Item 

Family being Concessions. 
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INTRODUCTION 

App Cash is the latest product improvement made to the Retriever Solutions theater customer 

enhancement products.  App Cash gives theater customers the ability to move gift/loyalty cards from 

their wallet and onto their app.  There is no longer a need for customers to carry a theater loyalty card 

around in their wallet or purse. The new system allows customers to move cash from plastic gift cards, 

e-gift cards, and to apply cash directly to their theater application account.  The benefit to the customer 

is the ability to use gift redemption for mobile app and iFrame purchases. Transfers of eGifts and plastic 

cards with security pin (please ask sale rep for details) can be made directly on the app or at theater on 

terminal.  Transfers plastic gift cards without security pin must be made at theater on terminal.  User 

can also purchase app cash for their account at theater on terminal.  App Cash can be used directly from 

the app or at the theater during time of purchase.  All applicable loyalty points are added to the 

application when App Cash, Rewards or Credit purchases are made on the App.  To sample how the 

system works, please follow the steps below.   

To Sample:  Please follow the below steps to walk through how the App Cash system works.  

STEP ONE: Download Retriever Solutions Test Application: 

Apple:   

Android:  

STEP TWO: Go to  

Purchase an E-Gift for yourself.  Use any name, any zip code, and Credit Card Number. 

STEP THREE:  You will receive two emails: a confirmation email and an E-Gift Email. Open the E-Gift 

Email. 

STEP FOUR: Open your Retriever Solutions Test App and click My Account.  

STEP FIVE: Click Gift Transfer on the My Account Page (Make a note of any App Cash you already have in 

your account, if any).  

You can scan the barcode (on the eGift email or on plastic card) by touching the camera icon inside the 

Enter Gift Card Number or type in the Gift Card Number.  

Type in the Security Pin included on the eGift email or back of plastic card.  

Click Proceed. 

STEP SIX: Verify Information.  Finish and verify that amount has been added to your account at the top 

of the screen. 

You may now purchase tickets through your App using App Cash. 
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IMAGE 101 

Movie Select Screen and Main Menu (footer). From here the user can purchase a ticket, check their 

account selecting My Account, purchase gifts by selecting Gifts, and view Info on how to use the App by 

selecting Info.  

App cash is added to a user account by transferring gift redemption to user mobile app account from 

eGift purchased from website or from a gift card with security pin purchased from terminal.  App cash 

can also be purchased from terminal by scanning user account at terminal and applying gift redemption 

directly to mobile app account.  Once your App Cash has been added to mobile app account purchases 

can be made with app cash in the mobile app and at terminal. 
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IMAGE 102 

Select a feature from the movie menu and then select a date and time as you normally would. 
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IMAGE 103 

A pop up explaining any special conditions will appear. After reading, click OK. 
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IMAGE 104 

Select your seats and click Proceed to Payment. 
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IMAGE 105 

On your payment screen, you can use any or all available vouchers, App Cash, or pay normally with a 

credit card.  Vouchers requires loyalty points while App Cash and standard payments do not. In this 

example, the user is paying with one $5.00 reward (5,000 points will be deducted for their loyalty points 

bank) and $3.00 of App Cash.  
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IMAGE 106 

Read the terms and Conditions, check the box, and confirm your payment amount.  
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IMAGE 107 

You order is successful. This ticket (order) can be found in “My Account” by clicking the My Orders 

button and in your email confirmation. This order can be redeemed at any Kiosk or Customer Terminal 

in the theater prior to showtime.   

 

ADDING APP CASH ON WINTERM 

On an assigned terminal.  

1. Select Customer Card* 

2. Select Loyalty Barcode 

3. Scan Barcode 

4. Click Transfer Card 

5. Scan Plastic or E-Gift Barcode (or manually enter barcode number) 

6. Click Ok for points and cash 

7. Verify Points and Cash to be added to App are correct. 

8. Click Add to Order. 

9. Tender Order to complete transfer. 
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NOTE:  You cannot transfer a Gift Card to Gift Card or Gift Card to App inside an active order that 

contains tickets or concession items.  Transfers must be completed as a unique transaction.   

*If your terminal allows for tip adjustments, you must click the Payment Mode Button in order to bring 

up the Customer Card button.  

APP CASH FLOW CHART 

 

 

REPORTING 

Summary Report: 
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Transaction Log 

 

Cashier Detail Report 
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Summary Report Three Day 

 

Weekly Report 
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TRANSFER STANDARD (P)-GIFT CARD TO APP CASH 

You cannot transfer a plastic gift card into App Cash on the App. A theater cashier can transfer a Plastic 

Gift/Loyalty Card’s points and cash balance onto an App Account by following the below steps.  

1. On an assigned terminal – Click Customer Card 

2. Click Loyalty Barcode 

3. Scan the App or enter barcode manually 

4. Click Transfer Card 

5. Scan or manually enter the card number. 

6. Follow the prompts to move the money and points from the card to the App.  

7. Click Apply to Order. 

8. Tender Order. 

9. Verify that the App has the correct points and cash. Should update automatically.  
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VIDEO TUTORIAL LINKS  

Title Link Description 

How to Run End of Day https://youtu.be/h5GPFEY0Tlc A brief tutorial and walkthrough 
of the complete End of Day 
Process using Retriever 
Solutions. 

Add a New Employee https://youtu.be/T9Obb2cghZo A brief tutorial on how to add a 
new employee for the purpose 
of payroll, security, and 
scheduling to the Retriever 
Process. 

How to Add Item with Inventory https://youtu.be/yPBxh7y-PO4 This is a detailed tutorial on all 
steps involved in adding a new 
item to inventory within 
Retriever Process. 

Add Movies Part One https://youtu.be/xVFO8V_bzeI This is the first of two video 
tutorials on how to add movies 
to the Retriever Process 
database for scheduling to the 
Point of Sale Terminals and 
Offsite Ticketing services. 

Add Movies Part Two https://youtu.be/LLrfHEajQ4A This video is the second tutorial 
in adding and scheduling movies 
to be sold on the local and 
remote Point of Sale systems. 

Change Set Types Maps https://youtu.be/PcjPblGo-bM A brief tutorial on how to 
change seat types from 
standard to broken, 
handicapped or VIP. 

How to Setup Coupons https://youtu.be/kRPnIQQGyqY How to set up standard or 
award coupons inside the 
retriever process. 

Edit Time Clock https://youtu.be/VllM8zpP-kc How to edit an employee's time 
clock in Retriever Process, 
Security Access Required. 

Event Show Template https://youtu.be/4dpg3hnjQIY An extension of the movie 
schedule and additional 
tutorials. 

Film Management Tutorial https://youtu.be/a6J6nWPiBQ4 Film management is the latest 
tool in Retriever Solutions 
software. It gives the small, 
independent, and group theater 
owners easy access to film 
rental data, terms set up, 
invoicing, credits and debits. 

https://youtu.be/h5GPFEY0Tlc
https://youtu.be/T9Obb2cghZo
https://youtu.be/yPBxh7y-PO4
https://youtu.be/xVFO8V_bzeI
https://youtu.be/LLrfHEajQ4A
https://youtu.be/PcjPblGo-bM
https://youtu.be/kRPnIQQGyqY
https://youtu.be/VllM8zpP-kc
https://youtu.be/4dpg3hnjQIY
https://youtu.be/a6J6nWPiBQ4
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Film management is an addition 
to the Retriever Process. 

Prepaid Setups https://youtu.be/BdChyHlDs_s Retriever Process tutorial on 
how to set up Gift Certificates, 
Prepaid Tickets, Vouchers, and 
Passes. 

Log into Retriever Process https://youtu.be/IMOjnB8zT3I How to log into Retriever 
Process, Security Requirements, 
Tab Availability, Verify System 
Dates 

Ticket Pricing Part One https://youtu.be/Aq5IBdbDUhU Ticket pricing is perhaps the 
most fundamental function of a 
theatrical Point of Sale system. 
This two-part tutorial addresses 
setting up ticket pricing for 
Matinees, Evenings, Weekend 
Pricing, and VIP seating. 

Ticket Pricing Part Two https://youtu.be/6saI2IRV6iA Part Two of the Retriever 
Ticketing Tutorial 

Update Distributors https://youtu.be/082eKE6KhZQ How to update the distributor 
list data in Retriever Process. 

How to Reconnect Your VPN https://youtu.be/2tywiyzGzIo If you are unable to process Gift 
Cards or online ticket sales and 
your VPN Connection warning is 
Red, follow these instructions to 
reconnect. 

 

Windows Terminal Training Videos 

Title Link Description 

How To Launch WinTerm 
https://youtu.be/jGOgSnLU
n3A 

Demonstration on how to launch a 
Windows Point Of Sale terminal 

How to Clock In 
https://youtu.be/aJdpOzIU-
2c 

A 30 second video on how to clock 
in and assign a position at the 
terminal 

How to Clock Out 
https://youtu.be/EDKkpjf7R
08 

A 30 second video on how to clock 
out at the terminal. 

How to Sign In To The Terminal 
https://youtu.be/41HL2dRi1
lE 

If no one is signed into the 
terminal, this is how you assign 
yourself to the terminal. 

How To Sell Tickets 
https://youtu.be/M_cYD66D
HPE 

How to sell general seating and 
assigned seating demonstrations 
with brief discussion on cash sale 
procedures. 

https://youtu.be/BdChyHlDs_s
https://youtu.be/IMOjnB8zT3I
https://youtu.be/Aq5IBdbDUhU
https://youtu.be/6saI2IRV6iA
https://youtu.be/082eKE6KhZQ
https://youtu.be/2tywiyzGzIo
https://youtu.be/jGOgSnLUn3A
https://youtu.be/jGOgSnLUn3A
https://youtu.be/aJdpOzIU-2c
https://youtu.be/aJdpOzIU-2c
https://youtu.be/EDKkpjf7R08
https://youtu.be/EDKkpjf7R08
https://youtu.be/41HL2dRi1lE
https://youtu.be/41HL2dRi1lE
https://youtu.be/M_cYD66DHPE
https://youtu.be/M_cYD66DHPE
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How to Sell Concessions 
https://youtu.be/OmKkCYiT
Abc 

How to sell concessions from the 
Windows Terminal. 

How to Sell Advanced Day 
Tickets 

https://youtu.be/E3pSJL5u_
5E 

How to sell an advanced day ticket 
from the Windows Terminal 

How to Sell A  Gift Card 
https://youtu.be/QC84H7_xj
x8 

How to load a gift card at the 
Windows Terminal 

How To Redeem a Coupon 
https://youtu.be/HDvac_LSL
Lg 

How to redeem a Buy Item(s) get 
Item(s) Free Coupon 

How to Swap Seats 
https://youtu.be/QdR9RS2
MXWg 

Example of how to swap reserved 
seats on the Windows Terminal 

How to Tender A Credit card 
https://youtu.be/GYwaPrNT
QFE 

How to purchase items and tender 
with a credit card using an EMV 
device setup.  

How to Process A Split Tender 
https://youtu.be/2QyXzyzw
EFs 

Step through instructional video on 
how to process a split tender with 
EMV and cash. 

How To Tender A Gift Card 
https://youtu.be/zmJnnTFo
XpA 

Tender the sale using available cash 
from a gift card and pay the 
balance with cash. 

How To Void A Cash Order 
https://youtu.be/6m8cok8Y
CNY 

How to void a cash order on the 
windows terminal 

How to Void a Credit Card 
Transaction 

https://youtu.be/53vjbHP7X
dc 

How to void a credit card order on 
the windows terminal 

How To Void A Split Tender 
https://youtu.be/a8T22fFHt
k4 

How to void a split tender order 
string on the windows terminal 

How to Do A Paid Out 
https://youtu.be/v-
b_JlCDpw8 

How to do a Paid Out on the 
windows terminal 

How to do A Pickup 
https://youtu.be/X-
YIzYSVdWs 

How to do a cash pickup from the 
windows terminal 

How to Deassign A  Cashier 
https://youtu.be/v4T2WThX
YWA 

How to deassign a cashier rrom a 
windows terminal 

 

https://youtu.be/OmKkCYiTAbc
https://youtu.be/OmKkCYiTAbc
https://youtu.be/E3pSJL5u_5E
https://youtu.be/E3pSJL5u_5E
https://youtu.be/QC84H7_xjx8
https://youtu.be/QC84H7_xjx8
https://youtu.be/HDvac_LSLLg
https://youtu.be/HDvac_LSLLg
https://youtu.be/QdR9RS2MXWg
https://youtu.be/QdR9RS2MXWg
https://youtu.be/GYwaPrNTQFE
https://youtu.be/GYwaPrNTQFE
https://youtu.be/2QyXzyzwEFs
https://youtu.be/2QyXzyzwEFs
https://youtu.be/zmJnnTFoXpA
https://youtu.be/zmJnnTFoXpA
https://youtu.be/6m8cok8YCNY
https://youtu.be/6m8cok8YCNY
https://youtu.be/53vjbHP7Xdc
https://youtu.be/53vjbHP7Xdc
https://youtu.be/a8T22fFHtk4
https://youtu.be/a8T22fFHtk4
https://youtu.be/v-b_JlCDpw8
https://youtu.be/v-b_JlCDpw8
https://youtu.be/X-YIzYSVdWs
https://youtu.be/X-YIzYSVdWs
https://youtu.be/v4T2WThXYWA
https://youtu.be/v4T2WThXYWA
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